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Abstract 
Image retrieval based on image content has become a hot topic in the fields of 
image processing and computer vision. In this research, we focus on the problem 
of shape-based image retrieval in trademark database and Chinese cursive script 
character image database. 
There are two major problems about the current approaches to shape-based 
image retrieval. First, researchers usually focus on using a single feature, e.g., 
Fourier descriptors, invariant moments or Zernike moments, without combining 
them for possible better results. Second, even if they combine the shape features, 
the weights assigned to them are often determined with an ad hoc procedure. 
Hence, we propose to group different shape features together and suggest a su-
$1 
pervised learning technique using genetic algorithm (GA) to determine a suitable 
weighting factor for each individual feature for image retrieval. Based on the pro-
posed scheme, we have built two prototype systems. The systems achieve both 
the desired accuracy and efficiency. 
First, we handle the problem of shape-based image retrieval in trademark 
database. Trademark image retrieval is becoming an important application for 
logo registry, verification, and design. The number of trademarks is over one 
million now and is growing rapidly. Therefore, the task of registering a new 
trademark becomes difficult without inadvertent infringement of copyright of an 
existing trademark. In our system, we group different shape features including 
invariant moments, eccentricity, Fourier descriptors of approximated boundary, 
ii 
and circularity of approximated boundary together and we use the proposed su-
pervised learning technique to determine the weights of the features. A trademark 
database with 1400 monochromatic images was tested. The retrieved images by 
our system using the learned dissimilarity function agreed well with those obtained 
by human subjects. Besides, our system was robust on retrieving rotated, scaled, 
mirrored, deformed, and hand drawn images. Each query took only 2.3 seconds 
on average. 
Second, a Chinese cursive script character image retrieval system has been 
built. Several shape features including invariant moments, edge directions, and 
eccentricity are used to represent a character image. The original, thinned, and 
normalized images are used to extract the features. The weights for different shape 
features in the dissimilarity function are found by the proposed GA. A database 
of 1400 monochromatic images was tested. From the experimental results, our 
proposed system was robust on retrieving scaled and deformed images. Each 
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In the age of multimedia information, digital images play an important role for 
storing, representing, and describing information in variety of domains like satel-
lite images, medical images, fingerprints, art collections, trademarks, and etc. 
However, the increasing use of images is causing problems because the technology 
for organizing and searching images based on their content is still in its infancy. 
Traditionally, textual features, like filenames, captions, and keywords have 
been used to annotate and retrieve images. However, there are mainly three 
problems with these methods. ,, 
1. H u m a n Intervention: Human intervention is required to describe and tag 
the contents of the images. As a result, it is not only time-consuming but 
also potentially error-prone. 
2. Lack of Standards and Lack of Descriptive Power: As the size of 
the image databases grow, the use of keywords becomes very complex and 
they are usually inadequate to represent the image content because the key-
words used are subjective and not unique. Different users may use different 
words to describe a multimedia data object for retrieval. Even if preselected 
keywords are used, it is still hard to depict the object clearly and precisely. 
1 
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3. L i n g u i s t i c B a r r i e r s : If the image database is to be shared globally in the 
world, then the linguistic barriers will make the use of keywords ineffective. 
In order to tackle the problems, content-based image retrieval has been pro-
posed in the past few decades. It lets users to specify queries by features such as 
color, shape, and texture. Figure 1.1 shows an example of image retrieval based 
on shape features. Given the query image, the system retrieved the similar ones 
from the database. One may notice that it is very difficult to raise the query in 
terms of keywords. This shows that it is more effective and easier to use image 
content for retrieval. 
& 
(a) 
A 疫 资 激 
暴 总 公 惑 
(b) 
Figure 1.1: An example of image retrieval by image content, (a) Query, (b) Top 
8 retrievals based on shape features. 
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1.1 Content-based Image Retrieval 
Due to the problems stated above, image retrieval based on visual features is 
more desirable than text-based retrieval in many applications. Many content-
based image retrieval systems have been developed in the past few years, for 
example, Query By Image Content (QBIC) [50, 13, 15, 1], Photobook [54], Visu-
alSEEk [58], ART MUSEUM [31, 22], CORE [66], Montage [35, 36, 39，40], and 
etc. Features like color, shape, and texture are usually used to represent an image 
for retrieval. Most of the existing content-based image retrieval systems^ have the 
system structure as shown in Figure 1.2. The features of the images are extracted 
in advance and then stored along with the images in the database. When a user 
raises a query, the features of the query image are first extracted. The features 
extracted are then matched with the features in the database. A set of images are 
retrieved and sorted based on the degree of similarity calculated in the matching 
process. 
r ">, 
Preprocessing ^^— > 
^ (e.g. noise removal, ^ Fea tu re ^ 
Images histogram equalization, Extraction ~~^  Image Database  
normalization, and etc.) (may have indexing structure) 
^->-,__ _ ^ ., 
Database Creation “ — ~ j  
5  
Preprocessing 
_ _ ^ (e.g. noise removal, _ ^ Fea tu re ‘ . . 丄 . . , ^ 
Image l histogram equalization, " ^ Extraction " ^ Matching / Retrieval  
normalization, and etc.) 
Query * 
\ r  
<Re t r i e v ed \ 
Images j 
Figure 1.2: A typical content-based image retrieval model. 
iThere may be other modules like services supporting module or relevance feedback module. 
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1.2 Designing a Shape-based Image Retrieval Sys-
tem 
In this research, we would like to investigate the problem of image retrieval based 
on shape features. In fact, shape similarity has been proven to be a difficult prob-
lem [48, 49] in vision applications. The problem remains difficult in content-based 
image retrieval applications where similarity depends on the particular applica-
tion. 
In designing a shape-based image retrieval system, there are three primary 
issues that we need to consider. They are shape representation, similarity mea-
surement^ and retrieval method. 
1. S h a p e Representation: Shape representation is one of the central issues 
in designing a shape-based image retrieval system. If we want a system to 
distinguish objects of different types, we must first decide which parame-
ters of the objects will be measured. The particular parameters that are 
measured are called the features. 
Good features should have four characteristics [5]: 
«/ 
(a) Discrimination. Features should take on significantly different values 
for objects belonging to different classes. 
(b) Reliability. Features should take on similar values for all objects of 
the same class. 
(c) Independence. The various features used should be uncorrelated with 
each other. While highly correlated features might be combined to 
reduce noise sensitivity, they generally should not be used as separate 
features. 
(d) Small N u m b e r s . The complexity of an image retrieval system in-
creases rapidly with the number of features used. Adding more features 
4 
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that are noisy with existing features may degrade the performance of 
the system. 
Sometimes, the representation scheme has to satisfy the invariance proper-
ties like scaling, rotation, and translation invariance. Sometimes, it does not 
need to satisfy them. For example, for a trademark image retrieval system, 
a scaling, rotation, and translation invariant representation scheme should 
be used. However, for a photograph retrieval system, a user may want to 
retrieve a picture with an object at certain position. A translation invariant 
representation may not be suitable in such situation. One has to choose a 
suitable shape representation scheme to suit a specific application. 
2. Similarity Measure Given a shape representation scheme, the degree of 
similarity of any two shapes can be calculated by using a similarity measur-
ing metric. Metric is commonly defined as follow: 
Definition 1 . 1 (Metric) A metric [51] on a set A is a function d on A x 
A ~^ K, where 7^ is the set of real numbers, which satisfies the following 
conditions for all {x^ y) G A x A and z G A: 
“ 
(a) d{x,y)>0 
(b) d{x,y) = 0 iffx = y 
(c) d(x,y) = d[y,x) 
(d) d[x,y) < d{x,z)^-d{z,y) ^ 
L2-n0rm (Euclidean distance) is one of the most common metric distance 
functions and it is defined as: 
n 
d { x , y ) = Y . { x i - y i y . (1.1) 
\ i=\ 
In the above definition, it is assumed that the feature values are numerical. 
In case of binary features or symbolic features, maybe we need to transform 
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them into some numerical representations before calculating the similarity. 
A similarity measure is not only necessary that the computation method 
should be efficient, but also the degree of similarity calculated should pro-
duce visual ranking of shapes which is similar to human perception. 
3. R e t r i e v a l M e t h o d : Given a representation scheme and its similarity mea-
sure, we then have to determine whether an indexing structure can be used or 
not. Some researchers have proposed to use indexing trees, e.g., R-tree [20], 
R+-tree [57], R*-tree [2], Quad-tree [14], k-d tree [3], or VP-tree [67], to 
increase the speed of searching. Some have proposed to use filtering ap-
proaches [6, 30] in which, in the first stage, simple and easily computable 
shape features are used to quickly browse through the database to generate 
a moderate number of plausible retrievals and in the second stage, the can-
didates from the first stage are screened using a more accurate measuring 
method to discard spurious matches. The target is that a linear search in the 
database can be avoided. A good design for retrieval is important especially 
for a real-time application. 
•• 
1.3 Information on Trademark 
1.3.1 What is a Trademark? 
A trademark is either a word, phrase, symbol or design, or combination of words, 
phrases, symbols or designs, which identifies and distinguishes the source of the 
goods or services of one party from those of others. A service mark is the same 
as a trademark except that it identifies and distinguishes the source of a service 
rather than a product [63]. Most of the trademarks are an abstract drawing of an 
animal, or a natural object like sun, moon or etc. The total number of registered 
trademarks and service marks is over a million in U.S. alone and the number is 
6 
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continuing to grow, therefore, the task of registering a new trademark becomes 
difficult without inadvertent infringement of copyright of an existing trademark. 
1.3.2 Search for Conflicting Trademarks 
Currently, the trademarks are classified manually by grouping into several similar 
shapes according to a specific class order, followed by performing the matching 
process manually by the operator. The problem is that Trademark Registry has 
to ensure a new trademark to be registered is sufficiently different from those 
existing trademarks to avoid confusion of the public. 
Owing to the large intake of applications, there is a time lag of about 10-
14 months before the Registry could issue a report advising the applicant or 
his authorized agent of the outcome or result of search and examination [27 . 
Therefore, there is a great demand for an automatic trademark retrieval system 
based on shape features. 
According to Intellectual Property Laws of Hong Kong, a trademark shall not 
be registered if: 
1. the trademark is similar to an earlier trademark; 
“ 
2. the goods or services for which the application for registration is made are 
identical or similar to those for which the earlier trademark is protected; 
and 
3. the use of the trademark in relation to those goods or services is lfkely to 
cause confusion on the part of the public. 
In case of trademarks consisting of symbols and designs, the issue of similarity 
is primarily based on visually similarity. In the trademark context, "distinctive" 
means unique enough to reasonably serve as an identifier of a product in the 
market place. 
7 
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1.3.3 Research Scope 
A trademark is a complex pattern, consisting of various shapes and text. Trade-
marks can be divided into three main types as shown in Figure 1.3. A word-in 
mark is a trademark that contains only characters or words in the mark. A 
device-mark contains graphical or figurative elements only. A composite-mark 
consists of characters or words and graphical elements. For the types of word-in 
mark and composite-mark, text annotation is adequate for the retrieval from the 
database [34]. Since the trademarks are registered in binary image form, color 
does not play a useful role in distinguishing between various marks. Our system 
focuses on retrieving device-mark types only based on shape. 
P r e m i e r V m S f C ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ 
(a) 
• _ A ® 
(b) “ 
/ i i ^ A L P I N E ^m£mmr\ ^ ^ ④ 
(C) . 
Figure 1.3: Types of trademarks, (a) Word-in marks, (b) Device-marks. ‘ (c) 
Composite-marks. 
Our target is to build an automatic, efficient and accurate trademark retrieval 
system based on shape. When the operator enters a new mark to the system, 
he/she can make sure that no identical trademark is already in the system in 
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disregard of its orientation angle or scale. Furthermore, even if there is no identical 
one, he/she may want to see how similar shaped ones are already in the system. 
The search process should be robust to noise in image or minor variations or 
deformations in its shape. 
1.4 Information on Chinese Cursive Script Char-
acter 
Chinese calligraphy is rare and invaluable in the history of Chinese civilization. 
Graphically, it is an abstract art and has a rich variety of form and design. From 
a practical point of view, it is a kind of written language. There are five styles of 
Chinese calligraphy. Among them, the cursive script style most closely approaches 
abstract art. Figure 1.4 shows a page of Chinese cursive style calligraphy [41]. The 
features shared by all cursive styles are a simplified structure, running together 
of strokes, rapidly written and a low level of legibility. In this research, we try to 
build a system for Chinese cursive script character image retrieval. 
1.5 Problem Definition 
In this research, we would like to build a trademark image retrieval system and 
a Chinese cursive script character image retrieval system. A trademark logo is 
registered in the binary form at the Trademark Registry and a cursive script 
character image is also a binary image; therefore, shape features are used in the 
systems. In the two systems, we use two different sets of features to represent- the 
images. We will discuss more in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
When designing an image retrieval system, use of a single image attribute 
for retrieval may lack sufficient discriminatory information; therefore, the results 
may not be satisfactory especially for large databases. In order to increase the 
9 
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4爷‘三% ^ • 
^lnn 
； ⑶ 斤 
(¾ ^  ‘ \ i \ \ 
\^\^\l 
4 ‘ 去 h ^ m ' ^ ^ 
< ^ f e | l > t t - t 
梦 _ 1 
II 
Figure 1.4: A page of cursive script style Chinese calligraphy 
accuracy of the retrievals, it is often necessary to integrate the results obtained 
from the query based on individual features. However, the importance of various 
features are often difficult to determine. To tackle these shortcomings, we propose 
to integrate several shape features and suggest a technique to find the weighting 
factors of the dissimilarity function for image retrieval. The proposed technique 
has been applied to a trademark database with 1400 images as well as a Chinese 
cursive script character database with 1400 images. Appendix A and Appendix B 
show some representative images in our trademark image database and Chinese 10 
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cursive script character image database, respectively. 
The problems that we are facing are: 
1. to find a way to integrate different shape features so as to increase the 
accuracy of image retrieval. 
2. to determine the weighting factors of different shape features in the dissim-
ilarity function for image retrieval. 
3. to find a set of effective features to represent a trademark image and build 
a trademark retrieval system. 
4. to find a set of effective features to represent a Chinese cursive script char-
acter image and build a cursive script character image retrieval system. 
1.6 Contributions 
The main contributions of this work for solving the defined problems are summa-
rized as follows: 
1. Integration of Shape Features: We proposed to integrate the resuits 
of different shape-based retrievals by combining the associated dissimilarity 
values. A supervised learning technique using genetic algorithm (GA) for 
finding the weights in the dissimilarity function has been proposed [8, 7 . 
The proposed method can be used to assign suitable weights for different 
image features for image retrieval. 
2. T r a d e m a r k Image Retrieval S y s t e m : A prototype system for trademark 
retrieval based on shape features has been built [8]. This system uses features 
including invariant moments, Fourier descriptors of approximated boundary, 
eccentricity and circularity. The features can be extracted by the system 
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automatically. The weighting factors for different shape features are found 
by the proposed GA. 
3. Chinese Cursive Script Character Image Retrieval S y s t e m : A pro-
totype system for Chinese cursive script character image retrieval has been 
developed [7]. Several shape features including histogram of edge directions, 
invariant moments and eccentricities are used to increase the accuracy and 
robustness of the system. Shape features of the original, thinned, and lin-
early normalized image are used. The weights for different shape features 
are found by the proposed GA. 
4. S h a p e Feature Extract ion Toolbox for M a t l a b V 5 . 3 : A toolbox for 
shape feature extraction has been built. The toolbox can be used to extract 
various shape features, for example, eccentricity, rectangularity, circularity, 
Fourier descriptors, curvature scale space image, Hu's seven moments, and 
etc, from binary images. The toolbox is attached in Appendix C. 
Experiments have been conducted and the results show that: 
1. The weights found by our proposed GA improved the accuracy of retrieval. 
2. Our trademark image retrieval system was robust under deformed, rotated, 
scaled, mirrored, and hand drawn queries. In addition, the trademarks 
retrieved by our system agreed well with human perception. Each query 
took 2.3 seconds on average. � 
3. Our cursive script character image retrieval system was robust under de-
formed and scaled queries. Each query took 11.7 seconds on average. 
12 
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1.7 Thesis Organization 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. A literature survey on several 
shape-based image retrieval systems is reviewed in Chapter 2. The background 
information for shape representation and matching is covered in Chapter 3. Chap-
ter 4 describes our proposed genetic algorithm for weight assignment in dissimilar-
ity function for image retrieval. Chapter 5 presents our trademark image retrieval 
system and some experimental results. Our Chinese cursive script character image 
retrieval system and its experimental results are discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, 





There were various shape-based image retrieval systems proposed in the past few 
years. Considerable works have been done on shape representation, matching, 
and similarity measuring problems. In this chapter, several shape-based image 
retrieval systems developed in the past few years are reviewed. This chapter is 
then summarized with Table 2.1. 
2.1 Trademark Retrieval using QBIC Technol-
•I 
ogy 
The QBIC (Query By Image Content) system [50, 15, 13, 1] accepts queries using 
color percentages, color layout, texture, and shape. It serves as an image database 
filter so as to reduce the search complexity for the users. � 
QBIC uses the geometric features to represent the shape of an object. These 
include area, circularity, eccentricity, major axis orientation, and invariant mo-
ments. The features are computed from binary images representing individual 
objects. The distance between two images is computed by using a weighted 
Euclidean distance with the inverse of feature variances for normalization. For 
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example, the distance between image i and j is defined as 
^ = E ^ ^ , (2.1) 
k ^k 
where k is a feature. 
Based on the QBIC technology, a trademark retrieval system [26] on the basis 
of shape features is developed. For each trademark, the operator segments the 
important boundary shape components of it for feature extraction. Figure 2.1 
shows an example of the representative components. The shape features are then 
stored in the database. The user can query by using one representative component 
as shown in Figure 2.2. The results are then displayed in the order of similarity. 
Up to now, there is no report for the performance of the system. A demonstration 
trademark search system can be found at [26 . 
e y n 
(a) (b) (c) 
auwm 
(d) (e) (f) (g) � 
Figure 2.1: Boundary shape components are used to represent a trademark, (a) 
and (d) are two original images; (b), (c), (e), ( f ) and (g) are the corresponding 
representative boundary shapes. 
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STAR (System for Trademark Archival and Retrieval) [65, 38] uses a combination 
of color and shape features for retrieval purposes. The color of an image is repre-
sented in terms of the R, G and B color components and the shape is represented 
in terms of combination of outline-based features (sketch of the images) and region 
based features (objects in an image). The features used to describe both the color 
and shape in an image are non-information preserving which means the features 
cannot be used to reconstruct the image. Though these features cannot be used 
to reconstruct the image, they are useful as approximate indicators of shape. 
For the color components of a trademark, a histogram of reference colors is 
used to represent the colors in an image. These reference colors are selected 
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manually and the color space is divided to represent bins corresponding to each 
reference color. A histogram intersection based on 27 reference colors is used to 
query on the basis of color. 
For the shape features of a trademark, multiple features including invariant 
moments and Fourier descriptors are used to query the database. The shapes 
are extracted manually by the user through an interactive user interface. Once a 
component or a group of components is selected by the user, they are extracted 
and the image features are computed and stored. An integrated retrieval based 
on the two features is used to query on the basis of shape. 
2.3 ARTISAN 
The ARTISAN (Automatic Retrieval of Trademark Images by Shape ANaly-
sis) [12, 11] project aims at developing and evaluating a prototype shape retrieval 
system for trademark images consisting of abstract geometric designs. 
Given an image, the system first extracts the region boundaries and approxi-
mates them by straight-line and circular-arc segments. After removing the anoma-
lies caused by noise in boundary representations, it groups the region boundaries 
into families and constructs envelopes for proximal boundary families. Then the 
global shape features including aspect ratio, circularity, transparency, relative 
area, right-angleness, sharpness, complexity, directedness and straightness are ex-
tracted and stored in the database. They claimed that the entire segmentation 
and feature extraction process is automatic, requiring no human intervention at 
any stage. 
The users can raise a query by selecting an image and runtime search param-
eters. The system then extracts appropriate shape features from the query image 
and computes appropriate similarity scores between the query and the stored im-
ages by shape feature matching. The most similar images are then displayed on 
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the screen. From their report, we cannot find how they integrate the results of 
retrievals using different shape features. 
The ARTISAN system was tested with 10745 images. From their report [11], 
the average retrieval effectiveness scores (mean and standard deviation) for 24 
queries were that normalized recall Rn = 0.90 and normalized precision P^ = 
0.63. Although the current ARTISAN prototype does not yet offer reliable enough 
performance, they are working on enhancing the retrieval effectiveness. 
2.4 Trademark Retrieval using a Visually Salient 
Feature 
Kim et. al. [34, 33] presented a method for trademark retrieval based on shape 
feature. Zernike or pseudo-Zernike moments of an image are used as a feature set. 
To retrieve similarity shaped trademarks, they introduced the concept of a "visu-
ally salient feature'' that dominantly affects the global shape of the trademarks. 
The visually salient feature is determined by the probabilistic distribution model 
of a trademark database. 
They tested their system with 3000 trademarks. All trademark images we're 
preprocessed by binary thresholding and normalized to the size of 100 by 100 
pixels. 90 Zernike moment features are used to represent a trademark in their 
database. The average precision was 0.65 and the average recall rate of the original 
trademarks among the top 30 candidates queried by noisy or deformed trademarks 
was 0.925. 
The advantages of using most salient feature for trademark retrieval are fast 
and robust. The similar trademarks can be retrieved quickly and the method is 
robust to the minor transformation of shape. However, the authors do not expect 
their system to handle a database of more than 3000 trademarks with the most 
salient feature only and they suggested using additional shape features to handle 
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more diverse and complex shapes. 
2.5 Trademark Recognition using Closed Con-
tours 
Peng and Chen [53] proposed to use closed contours for trademark recognition. 
Trademarks are first decomposed into complete sets of elementary closed contours, 
each of which is then encoded as an angle-code string according to chain-code in-
formation. A two-step string matching algorithm is then employed to compute 
similarities between closed contours. Finally, the maximum and average terms of 
the similarities between contours are integrated into the whole trademark similar-
ity measure. 
Their method to encode closed contours is insensitive to translation, rotation 
and scale variations. Moreover, it can cope with the special resemblances such 
as inclusion, mirror and partial resemblances. A database of 250 trademarks was 
tested in their experiment. Each trademark was scanned into a 128 x 128 pixels 
binary image. 35 trademarks were tested and the average retrieval accuracy is 
82.5%. “ 
2.6 Trademark Retrieval using a Two Stage Hi-
erarchy 
Jain and Vailaya [30] proposed a method for trademark retrieval using a two-stage 
hierarchy. In the first stage, simple and easily computable shape features includ-
ing edge direction histogram and invariant moments are used to quickly browse 
through the database to generate a moderate number of plausible retrievals when 
a query is presented. In the second stage, the candidates from the first stage 
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are screened using a deformable template matching process to discard spurious 
matches. They also proposed to use only the gross details in the image by us-
ing filled-in query image features. Figure 2.3 presents several images and their 
corresponding filled-in images. 
vtv 
(a) (b) (c) 
vt* 
� （e) (f) 
Figure 2.3: Image filling as a heuristic for trademark retrieval, (a), (b) and (c) 
are the original images; (d), (e) and (f ) are the corresponding filled-in images. 
In their system, the results of retrieval are integrated by combining the asso-
ciated dissimilarity values. The integrated dissimilarity index St is definecLas 
St = " e X ” " 4 , (2.2) 
We^Wm . 
where We and Wm are the weights assigned to the edge direction-based similarity 
and the invariant moment-based similarity, respectively, and Se and Sm are the 
dissimilarity values for edge direction-based retrieval and invariant moment-based 
retrieval, respectively. In their testing, they used equal weights (w^ = Wm = 1). 
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Their methods were tested with a database of 1100 images. In the first ex-
periment, 5 images were used as queries to tested the system. The recall rate 
of rotated, scaled and noised queries were 98.5%, 100%, and 100% respectively 
among the top 20 matches. In the second experiment, the recall and precision 
rates for 3 query images were tested for the image filling heuristic and they found 
that retrievals based on image filling had higher accuracy and precision rates. 
2.7 Logo Matching using Negative Shape Fea-
tures 
Soffer and Samet [60, 59] proposed a method to represent and match logos based 
on positive and negative shape features. Negative shape features are features 
that represent an object that consists of several components enclosed in a simple 
geometric structure based on its interior with the components considered as holes. 
A rectangular border around each logo that is the minimum bounding box of image 
with 4 pixels is added to each side. Figure 2.4 shows an example of positive and 
negative components. Several shape descriptors are used to represent a shape. 
They include first invariant moment, circularity, eccentricity, rectangularity, hole 
area ratio (HAR) , horizontal gap ratio (HGR), and vertical gap ratio (VGR) . They 
did not mention the method of integrating different shape features for calculating 
the similarity in their report. 
Three methods were used to compute the similarity in their experiments. The 
first method does not add a border around the logos and compares logos using 
all the components for each logo. The second method chooses one component to 
represent each logo. The representative component is selected by the user, and it 
can be a negative component. For the third method, a border is added around 
each logo and comparison is done by using all the components for each logo. The 
similarity between two logos is computed based on the set of feature vectors using 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2.4: An example of positive and negative components: (a) original logo; 
(b) logo with border; (c) negative components; (d) positive components. 
the multi-component similarity measure. 
The methods were tested with a database of 130 logos. They reported that 
using positive and negative shape features is very effective for logo similarity 
matching than using one component or no border representation methods. 
2.8 Chapter Summary 
Although many of the systems provided examples of system outputs, recall and 
precision in their reports, their evaluation methods are different from one another; 
the database sizes and the database images are not the same; and the test cases 
are not the same as well. Therefore, it is difficult to compare the effectiveness of 
these different approaches to the problem of image retrieval. In Table 2.1, we try 
to summarize the characteristics and performance of the systems. 
»« 
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Table 2.1: Summary of the characteristics of different shape-based trademark 
retrieval systems. 
System Feature(s) Used Multiple Automatic Setup / Results 
(M) / Single Feature 
(S) Compo- Extrac-
nent(s) tion 
Trademark Area, circularity, M No 1000 images 
Retrieval eccentricity and 
using QBIC invariant moments 
technology 
S T A R Color histogram, M No 100 images 
invariant moments, 
Fourier descriptors 
A R T I S A N Aspect ratio, M ~Y^ 10475 images; 24 
circularity, trans- queries; normal-
parency, relative ized recall = 0.90, 
area, right- normalized preci-




Trademark Zernike or pseudo S Yes 3000 images; 90 
Retrieval Zernike moments Zernike moment 
using a Visu- features used; 
ally Salient average recall = 
Feature 0.925; average 
precision = 0.65 
Trademark Angle-code string M Yes 250 i m a g e s ; ~ ^ 
Shape Recog- according to chain- spurious trade-
nition using code information of marks are tested-
Closed Con- closed contours retrieval accuracy 
tours 二 0.825 
Trademark Invariant Moments, S Yes HQO images; 
Retrieval edge direction his- recall for rotated,' 
using a Two togram scaled and noised 
Stage Hierar- queries were 
chy 98.5%, 100%, 
100%, respec-
tively among the 
top 20 matches 
Logo Match- Positive and nega- M No 130 images; using 
ing using tive shape features positive and neg-
Negative include invariant ative shape fea-
Shape Fea- moments, circu- tures is more ef-
tures larity, eccentricity, fective than using 
rectangularity, either of them, 
horizontal gap ratio 
(HGR), vertical 
gap ratio (VGR), 
and hole area ratio 
(HAR) _ _ J  
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Background on Shape 
Representation and Matching 
In this chapter, we deal with the shape representation methods of binary images, 
that is to say images where the pixel is either black or white. This is because our 
target is to retrieve binary images from an image database. 
Given a binary image, the information of it can be stored in a more compact 
form. For example, the boundary pixels of an object contain all of its information, 
and hence, it is sufficient to store the boundary pixels of an object. The boundapy 
pixels here can be used as a feature set for representing the image. Obviously, this 
is a much more compact representation of a binary image. However, if there are 
many objects inside an image, the representation method can be more complex. 
Feature extraction is the process to extract features in a content-based image 
retrieval system. Users may want to retrieve database objects similar to a query 
in terms of some kinds of features. Therefore, the useful features of an object 
is usually extracted in advance and stored in the database as a feature vector. 
Feature extraction is defined as follow: 
Definition 3 . 1 (Feature E x t r a c t i o n ) Given an image I and a set of feature 
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parameters 0 = {9i]^^^, a feature extraction function f is defined as 
f : I X 0 ^ n^ , (3.1) 
which extracts a real-valued d-dimensional feature vector. 
Many features can be used in content-based image retrieval, such as color, 
sketch, texture and shape. In this research, we focus on the problem of shape-
based image retrieval. Some of the shape features, shape representation methods 
and matching methods including some simple geometric features, Fourier descrip-
tors, chain code, invariant moments, Zernike moments, edge direction histogram, 
and Curvature Scale Space (CSS) representation are reviewed in this chapter. 
This chapter is then summarized with Table 3.1. 
3.1 Simple Geometric Features 
There are some simple geometric features that can be used to represent shapes. 
For example, circularity, rectangularity, hole area ratio (HAR), horizontal gap 
ratio (HGR), vertical gap ratio (VGR), central moments, major axis orientation • “ 
and eccentricity are all very common to be used. 
3.1.1 Circularity 
Idea 
Circularity reflects the complexity of the boundary of an object. Given a shape, 
circularity [28] is defined as . 
p2 
c = 7 , (3.2) 
where A is the area of the shape and p is the perimeter of the shape. 
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Discussion 
Generally, this measurement shows large values for elongated objects and it is 
roughly correlated to the subjective concept of complexity of the boundary. For 
example, circularity is minimum and equals 47r for a circle. Circularity is 16 for 
a square and is 12^/3 for an equilateral triangle. Circularity is invariant to trans-
lation, rotation, and scaling. Thus, it is useful to distinguish objects independent 
to their orientation, position, and size. The area A and perimeter p of an object 
can be found in 0(WH), where W and H are the width and the height of a 
frame buffer, respectively. Therefore, the computational complexity is 0(WH) 
and the storage complexity of this representation method is 0 ( 1 ) . This method 
is indexable. 
3.1.2 Rectangularity 
I d e a 
Given an object, rectangularity R [5’ 59] is defined as 
丑=去 （3.3) 
where A is the area of the object and An is the area of its minimum enclosing 
rectangle. 
Discussion 
It represents how well an object fills its minimumenclosing rectangle. This param-
eter takes on a maximum value of 1.0 for rectangular objects. The computational 
complexity is 0{WH), where W and H are the width and the height of a frame 
buffer, respectively. This feature is invariant to rotation, scaling and translation. 
It is indexable and the storage complexity of this representation method is 0 ( 1 ) . 
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3.1.3 Hole Area Ratio 
I d e a 
Given an image, hole area ratio HAR [59] is defined as 
HAR = ^ , (3.4) 
where A is the area of the object in the image and Ah is the total area of all holes 
in the object. 
Discussion 
Hole area ratio is effective in discriminating between symbols that have big holes 
and symbols with small holes. This feature is scale, rotation, and translation 
invariant. The computational complexity is 0(WH), where W and H are the 
width and the height of a frame buffer, respectively. The storage complexity of 
this representation method is 0 ( 1 ) . This feature is indexable. 
3.1.4 Horizontal Gap Ratio 
Horizontal gap ratio HGR [59] is defined as •‘ 
H G R = ^ , (3.5) 
where A is the area of the component in the image and HG is the number of 
horizontal gaps in the component (i.e. the number of pixels in the object whose 
right neighbor is a hole). 
Discussion 
This feature discriminates among symbols based on the shape of the holes them-
selves. This feature is scale and translation invariant but it is not rotation invari-
ant. The computational complexity is 0{WH), where W and H are the width 
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and the height of a frame buffer, respectively. The storage complexity of this 
representation method is 0 (1 ) . This feature is indexable. 
3.1.5 Vertical Gap Ratio 
Vertical gap ratio VGR [59] is defined as 
VG^ 
VGR = 丁 ， (3.6) 
where A is the area of the component in the image and VG is the number of 
vertical gaps in the component (i.e. the number of pixels in the object whose 
bottom neighbor is a hole). 
Discussion 
This feature discriminates among symbols based on the shape of the holes them-
selves. It has the same characteristics as the horizontal gap ratio. 
3.1.6 Central Moments 
I d e a 
” 
Given a binary image f{x,y), the moments of order {p + q) of it are defined as 
^Pi = E E ^ V / ( ^ , y ) , (3.7) 
X y 
where p^q = 0, 1, 2 , . . . . 
The central moments [18] of f{x,y) are defined as 
A^ P. = E D ^ - ^ r ( y - ^ ) V ( ^ , y ) , (3.8) 
X y 
where x = mio/moo , y = moi/moo. 
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Discussion 
The central moments fjLpq can be expressed in terms of the moments rripq [24'. 
The central moments are computed using the center of gravity as the origin; 
therefore, they are invariant to translation. In the case where the area of the 
objects is normalized to a constant c, they are scale invariant. However, they are 
not rotation invariant. For each shape, only the computed moment will be stored 
and thus the storage requirement is 0 ( 1 ) and the computational complexity of 
the shape moment is 0{WH), where W and H are the width and the height of 
a frame buffer, respectively. The shape moment is just a number and hence it 
can be easily indexed for efficient retrieval. However, the discrimination power 
of a single moment is not good because it is not unique. Two different shapes 
may have the same moment value. Therefore, a large set of moments is usually 
required to distinguish similar shapes. 
3.1.7 Major Axis Orientation 
I d e a 
The orientation [28] of an object is defined as the angle between the x axis and the 
axis around which the object can be rotated with minimum inertia. The object 
is most elongated in this direction. This angle is given by 
0 = ltan-^^tlL-^ (3 9) 
2 fJ'20 - M02 ‘ 
where ^ is the central moment of order {p + q) of an image which is defTned in 
Eq. 3.8. 
Discussion 
Orientation is useful for image retrieval with a particular angle. It can be calcu-
lated in 0{WH), where W and H are the width and the height of a frame buffer, 
respectively and it is indexable. It is invariant to translation and scaling. 
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3.1.8 Eccentricity 
I d e a 
The ratio of the major axis to the minor axes is called eccentricity [28] and is 
defined as 
,=(A^20 - /i02)2 + ifi'n , (3 
(/^20+A^02)2 ’ • 
where fj,pq is the central moment of order (p + q) of an image which is defined in 
Eq. 3.8. 
Discussion 
The value of eccentricity ranges from 0 to 1. It is zero for a circular object and 
one for a line-shaped object. Eccentricity is invariant to translation, rotation, and 
scaling. Eccentricity can be calculated in 0{WH), where W and H are the width 
and the height of a frame buffer, respectively, and it can be indexed. 
3.2 Fourier Descriptors 
I d e a “ 
Fourier descriptors are complex coefficients of the Fourier series expansion of wave-
forms [68, 18’ 55]. Given a shape in the Cartesian plane, the boundary points are 
re-sampled to obtain an /-point closed boundary as shown in Figure 3.1. Each 
coordinate pair can be treated as a complex number z - x + jy. The coefficients 
of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of this complex vector, 
1 i - i . 1 r~~> 一 27Tjmu 
^^ = 7 L ^^^~ ‘ (3.11) 
1 m=0 
are known as the Fourier descriptors of the boundary. The first coefficient gives the 
centroid of the object 's boundary. With increasing index, the Fourier descriptors 
give increasingly fine details of the boundary. 
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Figure 3.1: A re-sampled boundary and its representation as a complex sequence. 
The points (a:;�’ yo) and (xi,yi) are (arbitrarily) the first two points in the sequence. 
Discussion 
This representation has the great advantage that it reduces a 2-D problem to a 
1-D problem. Besides, the first few Fourier descriptors can be used to capture 
the gross essence of a boundary. Thus these coefficients carry shape information 
and can be used as the basis for differentiating between distinct boundary shapes. 
This method is sensitive to sampling error and 1 is usually set to 64 or 128 for 
representing a boundary shape. 
The Fourier descriptors are invariant to the starting point of sampling, ro-
tation, scaling as well as reflection. Except for the first coefficient which gives 
the centroid of the object, all Fourier descriptors are translation invariant. The 
storage complexity of this method is 0{l) where 1 is the number of points in the 
normalized planer curve. The computational complexity is 0 ( / l og ( / ) ) by using 
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and this method is indexable. 
3.3 Chain Codes 
Idea 
Chain codes [16, 18] can be used to represent a boundary of a shape by a connected 
sequence of straight4ine segments of specified length and direction and has been 
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used in several works such as [52’ 61]. This representation is based on the 4- or 
8- connectivity of the segments. The chain code of a digitized shape is generated 
by using the turning directions of its boundary pixels. The direction of a shape is 
coded by using a numbering scheme like the ones shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 




Figure 3.2: Chain code numbering schemes: (a) Directions for 4-directional chain 







‘ ,’ 0 
1 3 
Starting < • 0 
Point ‘‘ 
1 3 
2 2 2 2 2 
Chain Code: 11110303030303222221 
Normalized Chain Code: 03030303032222211111 
Difference: 33131313133000030000 
Figure 3.3: An example of the 4-directional chain code computation. 
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Discussion 
The chain code of a boundary depends on the starting point. The code can 
be normalized by the following way: A chain code generated can be treated as 
a circular sequence of direction numbers; therefore, the starting point can be 
redefined so that the resulting sequence of numbers forms an integer of minimum 
magnitude. Alternatively, the chain code can be normalized for rotation by using 
the first difference of the chain code instead of the code itself. The difference 
is obtained simply by counting (counterclockwise) the number of directions that 
separate two adjacent elements of the code (See Figure 3.3). 
The matching of shapes is performed by substring matching of the chain code. 
A two-step string-matching procedure [37] can be used to determine the similarity 
between two chain codes. The similarity s proposed by [37] is defined as: 
5 = — , (3.12) 
m \ ‘ 
where c is the maximum number of the common angle codes in the two closed 
contours and m is the maximum length of the two strings. 
This method is translation and rotation invariant. Scale invariance can be 
n 
achieved by normalization of the original shapes. The storage complexity of this 
method is 0(k) where k is the number of boundary points of the digitized shape. 
The computational complexity is also 0(k). This method is indexable since the 
representations are strings. 
3.4 Seven Invariant Moments 
I d e a 
From the second-order moments and third-order moments, a set of seven invariant 
moments has been derived [24]: 
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(f>l = "20 + "02 (3.13) 
h = (r]20 - rjo2? + ^lh (3.14) 
4>3 = ( " 3 0 — 3 " i 2 ) 2 + 3 ( " 2 1 — " 0 3 ) 2 (3.15) 
¢ 4 = ( " 3 0 + " 1 2 ) 2 + ( " 2 1 — " 0 3 ) 2 (3.16) 
¢ 5 = ( " 3 0 - 37712)(7730 + " 1 2 ) [ ( " 3 0 + " 1 2 ) 2 - 3 ( " 2 1 + " 0 3 ) 2 ] + 
( 3 " 2 1 — "03)("21 + "03)[3("30 + "12)2 一（“？丄 + "。㊀尸丨 （3.17) 
06 = ("20 — "02)[("30 + "12)2-("21+"03)2] + 
4 ^ 1 l ( ^ 3 0 + m 2 ) ( m i + " 0 3 ) (3.18) 
¢ 7 = (37721 - " 0 3 ) ( " 3 0 + " 1 2 ) [ ( " 3 0 + "12)2 _ 3 ( ^ 2 i + "03”： 一 
("30 - 3"i2)("21 + "03 ) [3("30 + " 1 2 ) 2 一（“？丄 + "。已尸] (3.19) 
where rjpq are normalized central moments defined by 
"pg = {p+q+2)/2 (3-20) 
fho 
for p + q = 2, 3’ ... , and yUp, is the central moment of order (p + q) of an image 
which is defined in Eq. 3.8. “ 
Discussion 
These features are invariant under rotation, scale, translation, and reflection of 
images and have been widely used in a number of applications [10, 30, 25] xIue to 
their invariance properties. The storage complexity of this representation method 
is 0 ( 1 ) and the computational complexity is 0{WH) where W and H are 'the 
width and the height of a frame buffer respectively. This method is indexable. 
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3.5 Zernike Moments 
I d e a 
Zernike moments are complex orthogonal moments whose magnitude has rota-
tional invariant property [33’ 32]. Since they are orthogonal, they are better 
than other moments, like central moments that are non-orthogonal, in terms of 
information redundancy. 
Zernike moments are defined inside the unit circle and the radial polynomial 
vector Rnm(p) is defined as 
礼 善 5 ( - 1 ) 、 ! ( 华 二 ^ ^ — ^ - 2 \ (3.21) 
where n=0 , 1, 2, ..., oo, |m| < n, and n - \m\ is even. Then the two-dimensional 
Zernike moment of order (n + m) of an image, /(p,6>), in polar coordinate is 
defined as 
ji + 1 
^nm = - ^ E E[^nm(p, 0)Yf{p, 6), S.t. p < 1 , (3.22) 
兀 P e 
where Vnm(p,0) is a Zernike basis polynomial defined as 
“ 
Vnm{p,0) = R,,rn[p)e- '^' . (3.23) 
Discussion 
The order of Zernike moments is determined by two parameters; n and m. Each 
order of Zernike moment is computed by multiplying the radial polynomial*to the 
phase term. 
Zernike moments are scale, rotation, and translation invariant. For each order 
of Zernike moment, the storage complexity is 0 ( 1 ” and the computational com-
plexity is 0(WH), where W and H are the width and height of a frame buffer 
respectively, by the area based method using a lookup-table [33 . 
^Usually, a large set of moments are required to distinguish similar shapes. 
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3.6 Edge Direction Histogram 
Idea 
A histogram of edge directions [29, 64] can be used to represent the global infor-
mation of a shape. The edge direction information can be obtained by using the 
Canny edge operator [4]. Figure 3.4 shows an example of shape representation 
using edge directions. 
一 • M 
� {b) (c) 
+ • Libi 
� （e) (f) 
“ 
Figure 3.4: An example of shape representation using edge directions, (a) and 
(d) Original images, (b) and (e) Edge images, (c) and (f) Histograms of edge 
directions. 
Discussion 
Although the use of edge directions captures the general shape information and the 
histogram is invariant to translation of images, two totally different images may 
yield similar edge histograms. Scale invariance can be achieved by normalizing 
the histograms with respect to the number of edge points in the image. Moreover, 
the histogram is also not rotation invariant. A rotation of the image shifts each of 
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the edge directions by the amount of rotation and due to the quantization effects 
in binning the edge directions, it may also affect the bin membership. We will 
discuss more on the problems encountered in Chapter 5. 
The storage requirement of this method is 0(b), where b is the number of bins 
in the histogram and the computational complexity is 0{WH) where W is the 
width of a frame buffer and H is the height of the frame buffer. This representation 
method is indexable. 
3.7 Curvature Scale Space Representation 
I d e a 
A Curvature Scale Space (CSS) representation is a multi-scale organization of the 
curvature zero-crossing points of a planar curve, which is proposed by Mokhtarian 
and Mackworth [47, 46, 44, 42, 45]. The CSS representation of a planar curve T 
represents the curve uniquely modulo scaling and a rigid motion. To compute it, 
T is first parameterized by the arc length parameter u\ 
T{u) = [x(u),y(u)). (3.2^) 
The polygon is sampled to obtain a new list of points such that all distances 
between points adjacent on the list are equal on the original polygon. An evolved 
version T�of T can then be computed. T^ is defined by: 
Ta = {X(u,or),Y(u,a)) (3.25) 
where ‘ 
X(u,cr) = x{u)*g(u,a) (3.26) 
y(w,cr) = y{u)*g{u,cr) (3.27) 
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where * is the convolution operator and g{u, a) denotes a 1-D Gaussian kernel 
of width a. As a increases, the shape of T^ changes. This process of generating 
ordered sequences of curves is referred to as the evolution of T. Figure 3.5 shows 
an example of curve evolution for increasing values of a. 
(a) (b) (c) 
_ C 7 
(d) (e) (f) 
Q Q〇 
Figure 3.5: Curve evolution with zero-crossing points: (a) original curve; (b) 
a=10 ; (c) a=20; (d) a=30; (e) a=40; ( f ) a=70. 
When cr becomes sufficiently high, T^ will be a convex curve with no curvature 
“ 
zero crossings. The process can then be terminated and the resulting points can 
be mapped to the (u, a) plane. The result is a binary image called a CSS image as 
shown in Figure 3.6. The horizontal axis in this image represents the normalized 
arc length u, and the vertical axis represents a, the width of the Gaussian kernel. 
Discussion 
The features of the CSS image used for matching are the maxima of the CSS 
contours. Since a change in the starting point of a CSS representation causes a 
circular shift in the CSS image, matching the highest maxima of the CSS image [45 
is not a straightforward process. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the shifting property of 
the CSS image. The summation of the Euclidean distances between the matched 
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Figure 3.6: A curvature scale space (CSS) image and its maxima. 
pairs of maxima is defined to be the dissimilarity value between two CSS images. 
The time complexity for matching is 0 ( m ) , where m is the number of maxima 
for representing a shape in a CSS image. A two-stage approach for CSS image 
matching has been proposed [6]. In the first stage, the a vector is used for fast 
screening and a detailed matching only applies to the potential matches from the 
first stage. 
ti 
The time complexity of calculating the CSS image is 0 { lgac ) , where 1 is the 
number of points in the normalized planar curve, g is the number of points in 
the Gaussian kernel representation, and cr^  is the maximum a value in curve 
evolution. The storage complexity is 0 ( m ) where m is the number of maxima for 
representing a shape in a CSS image, which is usually less than 20. This method 
is not indexable because of the circular shift property of the CSS representation. 
3.8 Chapter Summary 
Shape representation is one of the most important issues in designing a shape-
based image retrieval system. One has to choose some good features to represent a 
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Figure 3.7: A change in the starting point of the CSS representation only causes 
a circular shift in the CSS image. 
shape such that the system is efficient, accurate and robust. In Table 3.1, various 
properties of different representation methods are summarized. 
II 
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Table 3.1: Summary of the characteristics of different representation methods. 
Feature Trans- Scale Orien- Storage Computa- Global Index-
lation Invari- tation Require- tional (G) / able 
Invari- ant Invari- ment Complex- Local  
ant ant ity (L) 
Circularity 11 Yes Yes Yes 0(1) 0{WH) G Yes 
Rectangularity Yes Yes Yes 0(1) 0{WH) G ^ 
Hole Area Ra- Yes Yes Yes 0(1) 0{WH) G ^ 
tio (HAR) 
Horizontal Gap Yes Yes No 0(1) 0{WH) ~G Y ^ 
Ratio (HGR) 
Vertical Gap Yes Yes No 0(1) 0{WH)~ G ^ 
Ratio (VGR) 
Central Mo- Yes Not No 0(1)§ 0{WH) G ^ 
ments 
Major Axis Ori- Yes Yes N/A 0(1) 0{WH) G ^ 
entation 
Eccentricity Yes Yes Yes 0(1) 0{WH) G ^ 
Fourier De- Yes Yes Yes 0{l) 0(/log(/)) L ^ 
scriptors 
Chain Codes Yes Not No^  0{k) 0{k) L ^ 
Invariant Mo- Yes Yes Yes 0(1) 0{WH) G ^ 
ments 
Zernike Mo- Yes Yes Yes 0(1)§ 0{WH) G ^ 
ments 
Edge Direction Yes Yes No 0{b) 0{WH) G Yes 
Histogram 
CSS Represen- Yes Yes Yes 0(m) 0(/肌) L ^ 
tation 
b is the number of bins in the edge direction histogram. 
k is the number of boundary pixels of a digitized shape. 
n is the number of vertices of polygon, 
m is the number of maxima in a CSS image. 
/ is the number of points in the normalized planar curve. 
9 is the number of points in the Gaussian kernel representation. 
W is the width of a frame buffer. • 
H is the height of a frame buffer. 
(Tc is the maximum cr value in curve evolution. 
t Scale invariance can be achieved by normalization of the original shapes. 
^ Yes, if the chain code is normalized. 
§ for each order of moment. 
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Genetic Algorithm for Weight 
Assignment 
In this chapter, we introduce a method for weight assignment by integrating fea-
tures for image retrieval [8]. Given a set of training examples, our method helps 
to determine a set of suitable weights in the dissimilarity function based on a su-
pervised learning method using genetic algorithm. After determining the weights, 
they can be used in the retrieval system afterward. 
1/ 
4.1 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Genetic algorithm (GA) [23, 19, 9] has been become an important tool in machine 
learning and function optimization. The metaphor underlying GAs is natural se-
lection. To solve a learning task, a design task, or an optimization task, a GA 
maintains a population of "organisms" (bits strings) and probabilistically modi-
fies the population, seeking a near-optimal solution to the given task. Beneficial 
changes to parents are combined in their offspring, and a GA is a control struc-
ture that adapts to the problem being solved through syntactic operations on bit 
strings. 
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4.1.1 Basic Idea 
GAs are algorithms that used to deal with optimization problems. Given a func-
tion F on a given search space S, their goal is to find optimum. In an initialization 
step, a set of points of the search space S (called a population of individuals), is 
drawn at random. An abstract view of the algorithm is 
A l g o r i t h m 4 . 1 Genetic Algorithm 
1 ¢ = 0 
2 generate initial population 户⑴ 
3 evaluate P{t) 
4 repeat 
5 t = t ^ l 
6 select P{t) from P(t - 1) 
7 crossover P ( ” > wtth replacement 
8 mutate P(t) > with replacement 
9 evaluate P{t) 
10 until termination criterion is achieved 
The GA iterates over the following 4 steps until a satisfactory optimum is 
reached. 
1. Evaluation The function F is computed for each individual in the popula-
tion, ordering the population from the worst to the best. 
2. Selection Depending on the values of the individuals, select subsets called 
reproducing sets from the population. Best individuals have more chance to 
be selected than poor ones. * 
3. Reproduction from each reproducing set, generate some number of new 
individuals using various genetic operators like crossover and mutation. 
4. Replacement A new population is generated by replacing some of the 
individuals of the old population by the new ones. 
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4.1.2 Genetic Operators 
Genetic operators provide the basic searching mechanism of the GA. The operators 
are used to create new solutions based on existing solutions in the population. 
Simple Crossover 
Let X and y be two n-dimensional vectors denoting chromosomes (parents) from 
a population P. Simple crossover generates a random number r from a uniform 
distribution from 1 to m and creates two new individuals, x' and y', according to 
Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2. 
^ 
Xi^  if i < r 
工 , = . ( 4 . 1 ) 
\ yi, otherwise 
‘ 
yi, if i < r 
m = (4.2) 
Xi^  otherwise 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the crossover operator. 
隱 & : 麗 纖 鋼 fr^^#__~~I • 
丨 I I HW 
It 
Figure 4.1: Crossover operator. 
Uniform M u t a t i o n 
Let ai and hi be the lower and upper bound, for all variables i. Uniform mutation 
randomly selects one variable j, and sets it equal to a uniform random number 
U(ai,bi): • 
‘ 
, U(ai,bi), if i = j 
^i = . (4.3) 
Xi^  otherwise 
Figure 4.2 shows an example of mutation. 
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m:ijdSi^^^^mrnmM • 「烛-画丄；乂^ -^ � i 
Figure 4.2: Mutation operator. 
4.2 Why GA? 
Genetic algorithm has many applications and exhibit impressive optimization ca-
pabilities when compared to other optimization techniques especially when the 
search space is large (¾ 2^°°) and the function F is quite irregular [17' • 
Moreover, their scientific interest as a model of biological evolution, GA has 
three main technological interests: 
1. They are very robust techniques able to deal with a very large class of 
optimization problems. 
2. They are easy to program in parallel and the acceleration obtained by doing 
so is considerable [62]. 
3. They operate on several solutions simultaneously, gathering information 
from current search points to direct subsequent search. Their ability to 
maintain multiple solutions concurrently makes GAs less susceptible to the 
•I 
problems of local maxima and noise. 
Due to the fact that GA is a powerful tool for solving optimization problems, 
we use it to solve the problem of weight assignment in dissimilarity function. In 
fact, the other more traditional methods, for example, neural networks, multiple 
classifiers, and etc. may also be used to solve the weight assignment problem, but 
the formalization of the solution may be complicated. Hence, we propose to use 
GA to solve the problem. 
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4.3 Weight Assignment Problem 
In order to build a robust and accurate system, we use multiple shape features. 
Retrievals based on these features are integrated [8, 7] for better accuracy and 
higher system recall rate. 
4.3.1 Integration of Image Attributes 
Use of a single image attribute for retrieval may lack sufficient discriminatory 
information and might not be able to support large variations in image orientation 
and scale. For example, two different objects may have the same area; two different 
objects may have the same circularity. However, the chance of two different objects 
having the same area and the same circularity is small. In order to increase the 
accuracy of retrievals, integration of the results obtained from the query based on 
individual shape features is proposed. 
The integrated dissimilarity is defined as follows: 
Definit ion 4.1 ( I n t e g r a t e d D i s s i m i l a r i t y ) Letx^j be afeature vector ofan im-
age 1 on the basis of a feature extraction function f . Then, the integrated dissim-
ilarity function, Dt, between two images h and /2 is defined as “ 
D t ( I u h ) = t D j ^ ^ ^ ^ (4.4) 
i=l ^j=l ^3 
—ere fi is a feature extraction function，Dj^ is the Euclidean distance between 
the feature vector Xj] and feature vector xf^, Wi is the weight assigned to feature 
vector set i and n is the number of the feature vector sets. 
The problem is that it is difficult to determine the weights. Some researchers 
proposed to use equal weights [29, 30]. They also proposed to determine the 
weights on the basis of the accuracy of the individual feature-based queries. The 
QBIC system uses Eq. 2.1 to determine the weights. However, none of the pro-
posed methods are determined based on human perception. 
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4.4 Proposed Solution 
The problem of finding weights for the dissimilarity function for image retrieval 
and the proposed solution are discussed in this section. 
4.4.1 Formaliz at io n 
Definition 4 .2 (Image Database) An image database DB is defined as 
DB = { / .lr=i , (4.5) 
where U is an image in the database. • 
Definition 4 . 3 (Training Pair) A training pair TP is defined as 
T P = (lQ,lM) , (4.6) 
—ere Iq € DB is a query image and /财 € DB is the user defined best-matched 
image. 
Definition 4.4 (Ranking Score Function) Given a training pairTP = (/g, /^), 
r is the ranking oflM for the query Iq using A . The ranking score function s-is 
defined as 
s - . r — n . (4.7) 
The higher the ranking, the higher will be the score. 
Definition 4 .5 (Total Count) Given an integrated dissimilarityfunction Dt with 
a set of weights w, n training pairs, the total count TC(w) is defined as 
TC{w) = ±s(r^), (4.8) 
i=i 
where s is a ranking score function, n is the number of training pairs and r^ is 
the ranking for the query n using Df. 
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Definition 4.6 (Optimal Weights) The set of weights w in a dissimilarity 
function Dt is defined as w = {wi]^_^, where W{ is the weight assigned to fea-
ture vector set i. 
The optimal weights are w such that TC{w) is maximized, i.e., 
arg max^i； TC(w) . (4.9) 
4.4.2 Proposed Genetic Algorithm 
C h r o m o s o m e Representation 
A chromosome representation is used to describe an individual in the population 
of interest. A chromosome in our GA is defined as 
c = (u^i,w;2)...,w^i,...,w^0, (4.10) 
where Wi is the weight assigned to feature vector set i and n is the number of 
feature vector sets which is the same as the number of genes in the chromosome. 
Note that a population P is defined as 
P = {ci ,C2,. . . ,Ci, . . . ,CpopSi^} ’ (4.11) 
where PopSize is the number of individuals in the population and c!_ is a chromo-
some. 
Selection Function 
A selection function plays a vital role in a GA because it selects individuals to 
reproduce successive generations. A probabilistic selection is performed based on 
the individual's fitness such that the better individuals have an increased chance 
of being selected. 
The selection method, Roulette wheel, proposed by Holland [23] has been used 
in our implementation. The probability, P“ for each individual is defined by 
P[Individual i is chosen] = ~p^^size——， (4.12) 
Ej=? ' “ Fj 
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where F{ is equal to the fitness of individual i. A series of N random numbers is 
generated and compared against the cumulative probability, C{ = Yl)=i P ” of the 
population. If Ci-i < U(0,1) < C“ the individual is selected. 
Genetic Operators 
Simple crossover and uniform mutation described in Section 4.1.2 have been used 
in our implementation. 
Evaluation Functions 
The evaluation function is the total count TC(w) defined in Definition 4.5. 
Initialization and Termination 
The initial population is randomly generated. The stopping criterion is a prede-
fined maximum number of iterations, for example, 1000 iterations. Alternatively, 
a GA may be terminated when there is no improvement for a predefined number 
of iterations. For example, if the fitness of the best individual in the population 
does not improve for 500 iterations, the GA stops. 
i/ 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we propose a solution to the weight assignment problem for image 
retrieval using GA. Given a set of training examples, the GA can find a set of 
optimal weights for the dissimilarity function. We have used the proposed GA to 
determine the weights for trademark retrieval and Chinese cursive script character 
image retrieval. The details will be discussed in the following chapters. 
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Shape-based Trademark Image 
Retrieval System 
In this chapter, our shape-based trademark image retrieval system [8] is discussed. 
We state some problems on the existing solutions and suggest a solution to tackle 
the shortcomings. We propose to integrate several shape features including in-
variant moments, eccentricity, Fourier descriptors of approximated boundary, and 
circularity of approximated boundary for trademark retrieval. The weights in the 
dissimilarity function can be found by the supervised learning method discussed 
in Chapter 4. The proposed solution was tested on a database of 1400 monochro-
matic trademark images. The retrieval speed was fast and the similar-shaped 
trademark retrieval results were promising. Several experiments were conducted 
and the results are presented at the end of this chapter. 
5.1 Problems on Existing Methods 
There are several problems on the existing methods for trademark retrieval. A 
literature review of the existing systems can be found in Chapter 2. 
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5.1.1 Edge Direction Histogram 
A histogram of the edge directions [29, 30] has been used in a trademark retrieval 
system. There are two disadvantages for this technique. First, this technique 
lies in the lack of discernment, because the histogram alone does not contain any 
information of edge location. For example, although the shapes of the images 
sliown in Figure 5.1(a)-(c) are quite different, they have similar edge direction 
histograms of the edge directions as shown in Figure 5.1(d). Second, this repre-
sentation method is not rotational invariant. Figure 5.2 illustrates the problem. 
Therefore, an edge direction histogram may not be a good choice for representing 
a trademark because the problem requires a set of rotational invariant features. 
~A ‘ ""^nT"~—^  ^ ~~“ 
AA^M 
� (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5.1: (a), (b), and (c) are examples of different shapes whose edge direction 
histograms are very similar as shown in (d). 
^ ffl ^ _ • 
.p,�,. J u _； . y L J i J 人，J‘ 
� (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5.2: Edge direction histogram is not rotational invariant, (a) and (c) are 
2 original images, (b) and (d) are their corresponding edge direction histograms. 
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5.1.2 Boundary Based Techniques 
Boundary based techniques such as boundary matching [11, 12], chain-code [53], 
and Fourier descriptors [65’ 38, 60] of localized components may not be suitable 
for similar-shaped trademark retrieval because the boundary shape can be totally 
changed when there is a small crack like an opening or an object touching its 
neighboring objects. For example, the shapes shown in Figure 5.3(a), (b), and (c) 
are very similar in human perception. However, the boundaries of these shapes, 
as shown in Figure 5.3(d), (e), and (f) are very different. Therefore, it is hard 
for a system to extract the shape features robustly and automatically. One may 
think that the problem can be solved by selecting the boundary manually by the 
operators, however, different people may also use different methods to segment an 
image, especially for the image consists of complex patterns. 
®i)i) 
(a) (b) (c) ” 
• • • . 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5.3: The boundaries found can be very different although they are very 
similar in human perception. 
Furthermore, while most Fourier descriptors or curvature-based methods are 
based on a single boundary, a trademark consists of a complex pattern that has 
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more than one boundary. As a result, it is difficult to define the distance between 
two sets of boundaries. Even if it is defined, the spatial relationship of various 
components will be lost. 
5.2 Proposed Solution 
The selection of a set of effective features plays an important role in a content-
based image retrieval system. In our system, we use several translation, rotation, 
and scale invariant features to represent a trademark. The features can be ex-
tracted efficiently and automatically without user intervention. The features are 
integrated using a sum of weighted Euclidean distances. The weights in the dis-
tance function were found by the GA suggested in Chapter 4. Figure 5.4 shows a 
model of the proposed system. 
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Figure 5.4: The proposed shape-based trademark retrieval system. 
5.2.1 Image Preprocessing 
Image preprocessing is essential before extracting the shape features. The images 
preprocessed by binary thresholding are separated into the background and the 
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object. Pixels with gray levels larger than the predefined threshold are assigned 
gray level 1 (i.e. white), while the others are assigned gray level 0 (i.e. black). 
Noise in the binary images is usually in the form of speckles. The noise of the 
image is removed by convolving with a median filter with the size of 3 x 3. After 
that, the resolution of the image are normalized to 111 x 111 pixels. 
5.2.2 Automatic Feature Extraction 
Most of the proposed methods in solving the trademark retrieval problem need 
human to segment the shapes from each trademark. The method is good at search 
for a component in other images. However, the components are usually too local 
and cannot represent the whole trademark as an example shown in Figure 5.5. 
Therefore, instead of using shape features of components to represent a trademark, 
we propose to use some global features that can be extracted automatically by 
the system. 
• • • i t 奈 
� (b) (c) 
Figure 5.5: It may be too local to represent a trademark with its components like 
the circles, triangles, squares, and etc. 
We use the following features to represent the shapes of an image. 
• Invariant M o m e n t s : The global shape information is represented in terms 
of seven invariant moments [24] that are invariant under rotation, transla-
tion, and scaling. 
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• Eccentricity: Eccentricity [28] is invariant under rotation, translation, scal-
ing, and reflection. 
• Circularity of A p p r o x i m a t e d Boundary: Circularity [28] of approxi-
mated boundary is also invariant under rotation, translation, scaling, and 
reflection. 
• Fourier Descriptors of A p p r o x i m a t e d Boundary: The global image 
shape is captured by an approximated boundary and described using Fourier 
descriptors [68, 18, 55]. The feature is invariant under rotation, translation, 
scaling, and reflection. 
5.2.3 Approximated Boundary 
We propose to use an approximated boundary to capture the whole image shape. 
An approximated boundary is used to capture the global shape of a trademark 
neglecting its details. Figure 5.6 shows an example of approximated boundary 
extraction of a trademark. 
Given a normalized trademark f{x,y), it is closed by a closing operator with 
an increasing size of circular structuring element e until a connected component 
f\z, y) is found. The edges of f'(x, y) are then extracted and the boundary points 
can be traced by using Algorithm 5.1. Dilation, erosion, and closing operators [43, 
21] are defined as follows: 
Definition 5 . 1 (Dilation) Dilation ofan object increases its geometricafarea by 
setting the background pixels adjacent to an object's contour to the object's gray 
/eue/ value. Dilation is defined as the union of all vector additions of all pixels a 
in object A with all pixels b in the structuring element B. 
A ® B = { Z e f : Z = a + 6 ， a e A , 6 G 5 } , (5.1) 
where vector t is an element of the image space Z^. 
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i v c r^  
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(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 5.6: We propose to use an approximated boundary to capture the whole 
image shape, (a), (d), and (g) are the original images; (b), (e), and (h) are the 
closed image; (c) , ( f ) , and (i) are the approximated boundary extracted. 
“ 
Definit ion 5 . 2 ( E r o s i o n ) Erosion of an object reduces its geometrical area by 
setting the contour pixels of an object to the background value. Erosion is defined 
as the complement of the resulting dilation of the compliment of object A with 
structuring element B. 
A e B = { A ' ^ B Y . (5.2) 
Definit ion 5 . 3 ( C l o s i n g ) Closing of an image is defined as the dilation of the 
image followed by the erosion of the dilated image. 
A.B = (AeB)QB, (5.3) 
where A is the original image and B is structuring element. 
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Algorithm 5 . 1 [x y] = tracingjpts{isstart^ starting.point, current.point, image) 
> Given a binary image of edges and a starting point, the algorithm traces the boundary 
pixels and returns a list of boundary points. 
1 sx = currentjpoint.x 
2 sy = currentjpoint.y 
3 tmpx = • 
4 tmpy = • 
5 if (starting.point == currentjpoint) kk (not isstart) 
6 is.stop = 1 > A closed boundary is found, isstop is a static variable. 
7 else if (image[sx^ sy] ！ = 1) 
8 X = • t> The pixel is not black in color. 
9 " = • 
10 else 
11 image[sx, sy] = 0 
12 for i = 1 to 8 > Eight directions. 
13 switch i 
14 case 1 next.x = sx + 1, next.y = sy 
15 case 2 next.x = sx^ next.y = sy — 1 
16 case 3 next.x = sx - 1, next.y = sy 
17 case 4 next.x = sx^ next.y — sy + 1 
18 case 5 next.x = sx + 1， next.y = sy — 1 
19 case 6 next.x — sx - 1, next.y = sy — 1 
20 case 7 next.x = sx - 1, next.y = sy + 1 
21 case 8 next.x = sx + 1, next.y = sy + 1 
22 end switch 
23 [tmpx tmpy] = tracingjptsi^Q’ starting-point, next, image) t> Call it 'self 
24 if {is.stop = = 1) 
25 X = [sa; tmpx] t> A closed boundary is found. 
26 y = [sy tmpy] 
27 break 
28 end if 
29 end for 
30 end � 
31 return [x y] 
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5.2.4 Integration of Shape Features and Query Processing 
Integrat ion of S h a p e F e a t u r e s 
The shape features are integrated using the dissimilarity function defined in Defini-
tion 4.1 with the weights learned by the GA. The integrated dissimilarity function 
can be rewritten as 
Dt = dm^Wm^ + dm2Wm2 + dm^Wm^ + dm^Wm^ + dm^Wm^ + 
dme ^me + ^mj ^ m,j + ddrcularity^circularity + 
deccentricity ^ eccentricity + "Fourier descriptors^Fourier descriptors (5.4) 
where di is the Euclidean distance of query using feature i and Wi is the weight 
assigned to feature set i. 
Q u e r y P r o c e s s i n g 
The extracted feature vectors of the images are stored in the database. The values 
of each feature are normalized by the maximum value of that particular feature, 
so that the values are ranged between 0 and 1. When a user raises a query, the 
features of the query trademark are first extracted and then normalized. The 
normalized features are matched linearly with the features in the database and 
integrated by the dissimilarity function. After that, the trademarks are displayed 
in the order of similarity. 
5.3 Experimental Results 
The evaluation of the performance of a shape-based image retrieval system is a 
difficult task, because shape similarity is a purely subjective matter. In order to 
estimate the performance of the system, several experiments were carried out to 
estimate both the subjective and objective criteria: 
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1. S u b j e c t i v e C r i t e r i o n : How well can similar-shaped trademarks be re-
trieved in accordance with the human perception. 
2. O b j e c t i v e C r i t e r i o n : How well can the original trademarks be retrieved 
in the presence of deformation, rotation, scaling and etc. 
In Experiment 1, we found the weights in the dissimilarity function using the 
proposed GA. In Experiment 2，3, 4, 5, and 6, we tested the speed, precision, 
and recall rate of the system. In Experiment 7, we compared different integration 
methods for trademark retrieval. All the experiments were conducted with a 
database of 1400 monochromatic trademark images on an Ultra 5 Machine running 
Matlab V5.3. Appendix A shows some representative images in our database. 
5.3.1 Experiment 1: Weight Assignment using Genetic Al-
gorithm 
In this experiment, we tested our proposed GA and found the appropriate weight-
ing factors for various shape features. The best weights found were used in the 
Experiment 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
The proposed GA was tested with the following setup. The population size 
PopSize was 30. The maximum number of iterations was set to 1000 because 
according to our testing, the proposed GA always converges within 1000 iterations. 
There were 50 training pairs TP. The size of the trademark database DB was 
1400. The values of the weights (genes) were bounded by 0 and 1. The probability 
of application of crossover was 0.6 and the probability of application of mutation 
was 0.05. The experiments were repeated 10 times with different random seeds. 
The evaluation function was the total count TC(w). The ranking score func-
tion s was defined as 
J t , lir<k 
• ) = . (5.5) 
0, otherwise 
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where r is the ranking of the target and k is the lowest ranking that has a score. 
In our implementation, k was 140. Therefore, if the target is ranked in the first 
position, TC{w) is increased by 1. If the target is ranked in the second position, 
TC{w) is increased by | f and so on. We set k to be 140 because it is 10% of the 
total number of images in the database. 
Figure 5.7 shows the best result and the worst result obtained among the 10 
trials. From the result, the GA improved the accuracy of the retrievals of the 
training examples by changing the weights in the dissimilarity function. For the 
best result, it converged in 800 iterations with a total count of 44.43, which means 
on average, the distance function ranks the target of a query in' a training example 
to the sixteenth position. 
44.5| ‘ 1 ~1 1 I I I I I 
： > - - — — - — — - — — - — — 一 -———~ — 
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——Best Result 1 
‘ --Wors t Result | 




^ 43- '' .‘. 
“ 
42.5 - _ _ _ • . _. • 
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Numberof Iterations of Evaluation Function 
Figure 5.7: Results of Experiment 1. TC versus the number of iterations. 
The performance of the weights of the best result and the worst result can be 
further analyzed by the ranking histograms in Figure 5.8. In fact, the two his-
tograms look very similar. From the ranking histogram of the best result obtained 
among the 10 trials, 64% of the targets were ranked at the top 14 positions, 84% 
were ranked at the top 28 positions and 100% were ranked at the top 70 positions. 
The best weights found were used as the final weights for trademark retrieval 
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Figure 5.8: Results of Experiment 1. (a) The ranking histogram of the best result 
among the 10 trials, (b) The ranking histogram of the worst result among the 10 
trials. 
and they are presented in Table 5.1. From the results, third invariant moment, 
fourth invariant moment, and fifth invariant moment have the highest weights. It 
means that according to the training examples, they are more important for the 
trademark image retrieval problem. On the other hand, circularity, eccentricity, 
and first invariant moment are not important, and hence, they may be discarded 
if someone wants to reduce the number of features for representing a trademark. 
There are several parameters, like population size, crossover rate, and mutation 
rate that can affect the performance of the GA. The population size affects both 
the ultimate performance and the efficiency of the GAs. GAs generally do poorly 
with very small populations, because the population provides an insufficient sam-
ple size for most hyperplanes [56]. A large population is more likely to contain 
representatives from a large number of hyperplanes. Hence, the GAs can perform 
a more informed search. As a result, a large population discourages premature 
convergence to suboptimal solutions. On the other hand, a large population re-
quires more evaluations per generation and hence, the rate of convergence is slow. 
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Table 5.1: Results of Experiment 1. Weights found for different shape features. 
Feature || Weight P e r c e n t a ^ 
Circularity 11 0.0210 0.5287 “ 
Eccentricity 0.0667" 1.6806 
First invariant moment 0.0421 1.0609 
Second invariant moment 0.3965 9.9839 
Third invariant moment 0.8239 2 0 . 7 4 5 9 ^ 
Fourth invariant moment 0.9700 24.4234~~ 
Fifth invariant moment 0.9492 23.8988~~ 
Sixth invariant moment 0.1426 3.5906 
Seventh invariant moment 0.3454 8.6974 
Fourier descriptors 0.2141 5.3897 
The crossover rate controls the frequency with which the crossover operator is 
applied. In each new population, rric x PopSize structures undergo crossover. 
The higher the crossover rate, the more quickly new structures are introduced 
into the population. If the crossover rate is too high, high-performance structures 
are discarded faster than selection can produce improvements. If the crossover 
rate is too low, the exploration rate of the search may be too slow. Mutation is a 
secondary search operator that increases the variability of the population. A low 
level of mutation serves to prevent any given bit position from remaining forever 
converged to a single value in the entire population. A high level of mutation 
yields an essentially random search. 
5.3.2 Experiment 2: Speed on Feature Extraction aad Re-
trieval 
In this experiment, we tested the speed on feature extraction and image retrieval. 
When a query was submitted to the system, its features were computed first. Next, 
the similarity measure between the query and all trademarks in the database were 
computed. The average elapse time of 100 trials for feature extraction of the query 
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image and database query are listed in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Results of Experiment 2. Average elapse time for retrieving a trade-
mark from a database of 1400 images on a Sun Ultra 5 Machine. 
Feature Extraction Database query || Total 
2.24s I 0.05s II 2.29s 
5.3.3 Experiment 3: Evaluation by Precision 
In this experiment, we tested the retrieval precision of our proposed system. Sev-
eral trademarks shown in Figure 5.9 were submitted as query images to the system. 
Retrieval precision is defined as 
. . Number of relevant trademarks 
rrecision = — x 100 (5 6) 
Number of retrieved trademarks ^ .) 
⑩ €D ® — & 
� Q1 (b) Q2 (c) Q3 (d) Q4 (e) Q5 
X • • # 银 
(f) Q6 (g) Q7 (h) Q8 (i) Q9 (j) Q10 . 
Figure 5.9: Query trademarks. 
This testing is rather subjective because thejudgement ofsimilarity (relevance) 
is a subjective issue. In order to evaluate the system, we asked a number of 
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volunteers to determine the relevance. The precision of the queries are shown in 
Table 5.3, and some candidates for the relevant trademarks retrieved among the 
top 14 trademarks are shown in Figure 5.10. The average precision was about 
64% among the top 14 candidates. 
From the results obtained in Figure 5.10, similar trademarks were retrieved 
regardless of their orientation, size, and position because the features that we used 
have the rotation, scaling, and translation invariant characteristics. Besides, the 
trademarks retrieved agreed well with human perception. 
Table 5.3: Results of Experiment 3. Precision on the basis of the dissimilarity 
function with the weights found by the GA. n refers to the number of retrieved 
image. 
"Query n = 5 (%) n = 7 (%) n = 14 ( % f 
"Q1 II 60% 57% 43% — 
^ 2 80% 一 71% 79% 
"Q3 ~ ~ W o ~ 57% 64% 
Q4 80% ~ ~ f W o ~ 64% 
~Q5 1 0 0 % ~ 86% 79% 
Q6 ~ ~ 1 0 0 % ~~100% 64% 
Q7 80% ~ f T % ~ ~ 64% 
-Q8 ~ l 0 0 % ~ 86% 64% 
^ 9 60% 一 57% 50% 
Q10 ~ m % ~ " 86% — 71% “ 
_Avg. II 82% 74% 64% 一 
5.3.4 Experiment 4: Evaluation by Recall for Deformed 
Images 
Our aim is to develop a trademark image retrieval system that is insensitive to 
variations on image deformation. In this experiment, we tested the behavior of 
our image retrieval system in the presence of the deformation transformation as 
shown in Figure 5.11. Similar objective evaluation criteria has also been used by 
Kim [34]. A set of 100 deformed trademark images as shown in Figure 5.12 was 
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Query Similar trademarks retrieved 
® ^ ^ <3S> CES) ^ Q 0 B 麵 BSSa |J? ICSS 
® 着 他 m & 参 ® _ ⑩ © 
® ® � _ _ <i) e e 碎 ® 
W W 應 A 么 必 ^ 公 急 A 
A 办 r / A A & 美 管 叙 為 
X X X X X X K H ^ X 
• • i ^ m • D • a • 旧 
• € § 餘 兪 夤 命 0 • # 命 
螫 缕 场 公 發 勢 i k 卷 傘 0 
供 m 来 林 维 # • i > 众 染 
Figure 5.10: Results of similar trademarks retrieval. The first column are -the 
query trademarks and the others are the retrieved similar trademarks. 
used for performance evaluation. The deformed trademarks were submitted as 
query images to our trademark retrieval system to examine whether the deformed 
images can retrieve their original ones or not. 
Table 5.4 presents the results of recall rate in the top 70 candidates queried 
by the deformed trademarks, where n corresponds to the position of the correct 
retrieval. From the results, 93% of the deformed images can recall their original 
ones in the top 28 candidates which is equal to 2% of the database size. The 
average recall rate of the original ones among the top 70 candidates queried by 
deformed images was 96%. 
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� (b) (c) (d) (e) • •••• 
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(f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
Figure 5.11: Distortions including Pinch: (a) and (b); Twirl: (c) and (d), Ripple: 
(e) and (f); Horizontal Extension (HE): (g) and (h); and Vertical Extension (VE): 
(i) and (j). 
5.3.5 Experiment 5: Evaluation by Recall for Hand Drawn 
Query Trademarks 
In this experiment, we tested the system with 100 hand drawn queries as shown in 
Figure 5.13. Every image was presented as the query image to examine whether 
the hand drawn query can retrieve their original ones or not. 
From the results, we can see that the system is robust to retrieve hand drawn 
images. All the images can be recalled in the top 70 positions. 71% of their 
original images can be recalled in the top 28 positions. 
5.3.6 Experiment 6: Evaluation by Recall for Rotated, 
Scaled and Mirrored Images 
In order to test the recall rate for rotated, scaled, and mirrored images, we con-
ducted the following experiment. 
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Figure 5.12: 100 queries deformed from 10 trademarks for performance evaluation. 
1. R o t a t e d Q u e r y : Every image in Figure 5.9 was rotated arbitrarily with 
the range of ±180° and then presented as the query image. Figure 5.14 
shows some examples of the query images. 
2. S c a l e d Q u e r y : Every image in Figure 5.9 was scaled randomly and then 
presented as the query image. The scaling factors were bounded by 0.5 and 
50. > 
3. M i r r o r e d Q u e r y : Every image in Figure 5.9 was mirrored and then pre-
sented as the query image. 
The experiments were repeated 100 times with rotated, scaled, and mirrored 
queries. Table 5.6 presents the results of the retrieval. From the results, we notice 
that the shape features that we used were very effective in retrieving rotated, 
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Table 5.4: Results of Experiment 4. Recall for deformed images, n refers to the 
position of the correct retrieval. For the query nature, please refer to Figure 5.11. 
Query n = 1 n < 2 n < 5 n < 14 n < 28 n < 70 N ^ 
Nature (%) (%) (%) (歹。） （"^。） (%) Retrieved(%) 
(a) Pinch 20% 60% 70% 70% 80% 90% 15^  
(b) Pinch 20% 60%— 60% 90% 90% 100% 0% 
(c) Twirl 100% 100%" 100% " l 0 0 ^ 100% ~ T 0 0 ^ 0% 
� Twirl 100% 100%" 100% " T 0 0 ^ 100% " " T 0 0 ^ 0% 
(e) Ripple 60% 6 0 % " 80% 90% 100% 100% 0% 
( f ) Ripple _ 5 2 ^ J [ 5 ^ _ ^ 2 ^ [ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  
(g) HE 40% 5 0 % " 70% ~TOQ%~ 100% " lQQ% Q%  
(h) HE 0% 10% ~ m o ~ ~ ^ 80% 90% Io%  
� VE 40% 50% “ 70% ~ 9 0 ^ 100% " T o o ^ o%  
(j) V E 30% 60% 70% ^ g ^ _ _ ^ g ^ _ j g g ; ^ ] ^ ; ^ g i ^  
I v g . 47% 62% 73% 8 8 % 93% 96% 4% 
Table 5.5: Results of Experiment 5. Recall for the hand drawn images, n refers 
to the position of the correct retrieval. 
Query n = 1 n < 2 n < 5 n < 14 n < 28 n < 70 N ^ 
Nature (%) (%) ( % ) (歹。） （?o) (歹。）Retrieved(%) 
Hand Drawn 1 6 % 1 9 % 3 3 % 5 1 % 7 1 % 1 0 0 % 厂 ~ ~ W o  
“ 
scaled, and mirrored images. This is expected because the features are rotation, 
scale, and reflection invariant. 
5.3.7 Experiment 7: Comparison of Different Integration 
Methods 
In this experiment, we compared the recall rate of different integration methods. 
The 100 deformed trademarks in Figure 5.12 were used as queries to recall their 
original ones. The integration methods include: 
1. E q u a l w e i g h t s . All the weights were set to 1 for all the features in the 
dissimilarity function. This method has been used in [30] for integrating two 
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Figure 5.13: 100 hand drawn query trademarks for performance evaluation, 
shape features. “ 
2. Weights determined by individual recall rate. A weighted Euclidean 
distance were used as the distance function. The weights used are propor-
tional to the accuracy of retrievals using individual features. The accuracy 
of a particular shape feature was determined by the same experimental setup 
as in Experiment 4. This method was proposed by [30] but they did not 
test its performance. 
3. Integration with the method in Q B I C (See E q . 2 . 1 ) . The distance 
between two images is computed using a weighted Euclidean distance with 
the inverse of feature variances used for normalization. 
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Figure 5.14: Some examples of rotated queries from 10 types of trademarks for 
performance evaluation. 
Table 5.6: Results of Experiment 6. Recall for rotated, scaled, and mirrored 
images, n refers to the position of the correct retrieval. 
_ g ^ r y Nature || n = 1 (%) n < 2 (%) Not R e t r i e v e d 7 ^ 
(a) Rotated “ 95% = 100% Q% 
(b) Scaled 3 j Q g ^ _ Z l Q Q ^ _ Z Z •% — 
(c) Mirrored 100% 1 0 0 ¾ ~ 0% 
“ 
4. W e i g h t s f o u n d b y G A . The distance between two images is computed 
using a weighted Euclidean distance with the weights found by our proposed 
genetic algorithm. 
From Table 5.7, the dissimilarity function found by our GA has a better recall 
rate than that of the other methods. This is expected because the weights were 
optimized by the GA based on the training examples given by the users. Hence, 
its recall rate should be better than that of the other integration methods. 
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Table 5.7: Results of Experiment 7. Retrieval results on the basis of different 
integration methods, n refers to the position of the correct retrieval, (a) Equal 
weights, (b) Weights determined by individual recall rate, (c) QBIC. (d) Our 
system. 
Query 11 n = 1 n < 2 n < 5 n < 14 n < 28 n < 70 N ^ 
Nature || (%) ( ¾ ) (歹。） (%) (%) (%) Retrieved(%) 
"(a) II 43% 58% 66% 80% 82% 92% 8% 
" (b ) 40%— 55% ~ 6 4 ^ 79% ~ 8 5 % ~ 91% 9% — 
" (c ) ~ 3 ^ 49% ~ m r 74% ~ S 2 % ~ 93% 7% 
—(d) 47% 62% 73% 88% 93% 96% 4% 
5.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have discussed some problems of the existing solutions on 
trademark retrieval and proposed a solution by integrating several effective shape 
features using a sum of weighted Euclidean distances. The features that we 
used include invariant moments, eccentricity, Fourier descriptors of approximated 
boundary, and circularity of approximated boundary. The weights in the dissim-
ilarity function were found by using the method proposed in Chapter 4. The 
results show that the weights found by our GA improved the recall rate. Our 
proposed system was robust under deformed, rotated, scaled, mirrored, and hand 
drawn queries. In addition, the trademarks retrieved by our system agreed well 
with human perception. 
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Shape-based Chinese Cursive 
Script Character Image Retrieval 
System 
In this chapter, our shape-based Chinese cursive script character image retrieval 
system [7] is discussed. First, we compare this problem with the trademark re-
trieval problem. Then, the target of this research is explained. After that, a 
system for cursive script character image retrieval is proposed. Experimental're-
sults are given and discussed at the end of this chapter. 
6.1 Comparison to Trademark Retrieval Prob-
lem 
There are several differences between the trademark retrieval problem and the 
cursive script character image retrieval problem based on shape. 
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6.1.1 Feature Selection 
The goals of the two systems are different; therefore, the shape features to be used 
may be different. The goal of the trademark retrieval problem is to detect the 
infringement cases based on visual similarity. The shape features to be used in 
such a system should be insensitive to translation, rotation, and size variations. 
Moreover, mirror resemblances existing in trademarks must be considered. On 
the other hand, for a Chinese cursive script character retrieval system, the simi-
larity measure must be insensitive to translation and size variations. Rotational 
invariance is not important because the character is usually directed upward. 
6.1.2 Speed of System 
For a trademark retrieval system, the speed can be slow because the tasks can be 
done offline. However, for a cursive script character image retrieval system, speed 
is an important factor. 
6.1.3 Variation of Style 
A trademark usually has less noise and styles. However, in handwritten characters, 
there exist many types of variations, such as position, size, and shape distortions 
due to various writing styles of human beings. For cursive style, the situation is 
much worse because there are many variations. 
1. S i m p l i f i e d S t r u c t u r e s : The characters often have simplified structures. 
Some examples are given in Figure 6.1. 
2. J a m m e d S t r o k e s : Some of the strokes in a character are usually jammed 
together as shown in Figure 6.2. 
3. V a r i a t i o n of A s p e c t R a t i o : The aspect ratio and the width of strokes of 
the same character may have a large variation. Several examples are shown 
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1 千 � t n 
� (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 6.1: Characters with simplified structures. 
n I辟终 V 
� (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 6.2: Characters with strokes jammed together, 
in Figure 6.3. 
4. M a n y S t y l e s : There can be a large variety of different styles for the same 
character. Figure 6.4 shows 27 different cursive styles of the same character. 
Some of them cannot be recognized by human beings easily. 
$! 
6.2 Target of the Research 
Due to the reasons stated above, it is challenging to develop a Chinese cursive 
style calligraphy character image retrieval system based on shape. It is*not our 
target to retrieve all the other styles of the character given a particular style of 
a character because it is quite impossible to achieve; on the other hand, it is our 
aim to find the similar images in the database given a query image. 
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，： 
1^ 7 ^ ^ ^ 
� （b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 6.3: The aspect ratio and the width of strokes for the same character vary. 
君 ^ = e - t / i 六 Z l i 妇 
虔^龙晃择身盈总現 
余 n 会 决 m ^ 桑 贫 梦 
Figure 6.4: There can be a large variety of styles for the same character. 
6.3 Proposed Solution 
6.3.1 Image Preprocessing 
The images, captured by a scanner and processed by binary thresholding, are 
separated into background and objects. Pixels with gray levels larger than the 
predefined threshold are assigned gray level 1 (i.e. white), while the others are 
assigned gray level 0 (i.e. black). Noise in the binary images is usually in the form 
of speckles. The noises of the images are removed by convolving with a median 
filter with the size of 3 x 3. After that, the images are resized to 200 x 200 pixels. 
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Figure 6.5: The proposed shape-based Chinese cursive script character image 
retrieval system. 
6.3.2 Automatic Feature Extraction 
In the proposed system, several shape features are chosen to represent a cursive 
script character (see Figure 6.5). They are edge direction histogram of the origi-
nal image, eccentricity of the original, thinned and linearly normalized image, and 
the first three invariant moments of the original, thinned and linearly normalized 
image. The properties of edge direction histogram, eccentricity and invariant mo-
ments are discussed in Chapter 3. Thinned and normalized images are explained 
in the next section. 
6.3.3 Thinned Image and Linearly Normalized Image 
For each image, we find its thinned image and its linearly normalized image. A 
thinned character has a one-pixel width and a normalized character has an aspect 
ratio of one. Figure 6.6 shows an example of the original, thinned and linearly 
normalized image. We use these two heuristics to compensate for the effects of 
different width of strokes and different aspect ratios in characters. 
Then, we store the edge directions of the original image, eccentricity of the 
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^^JU 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.6: An example of thinned and normalized image, (a) Original image, 
(b) Thinned image, (c) Normalized image. 
original, thinned and linearly normalized image, and the invariant moments of the 
original, thinned and linearly normalized image as a feature set for image retrieval. 
6.3.4 Edge Directions 
A histogram ofedge directions is used to represent an image. The edge information 
is extracted using Canny edge operator [4] with G 二 1 and Gaussian mask of size 
二 9. The histogram of edge directions is represented by 36 bins, each spanning 
10� . Euclidean distance metric is used to compute the dissimilarity value between 
two edge direction histograms. Figure 6.7 demonstrates the shape representation 
•I 
using edge directions. 
In order to achieve invariance to scale, the histograms are normalized to the 
mimber of edge points in the image. The edge direction representation method is 
not rotation invariant. To reduce the effect of rotation, we smooth the histograms 
using the method proposed in [29]. A histogram is treated as a 1-D discrete signal. 
Smoothing is defined as: 
r '1 ^7=t-fc I j . 
, sN = " 1 ^ T T " , (6.1) 
where /^ is the smoothed histogram. I is the original histogram and the parameter 
k determines the degree of smoothing. In our experiments, we used k = 1. 
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一 • JJ 
(a) (b) (c) 
+ • iuL 
(d) (e) (f) 
)2> • iyU! 
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 6.7: An example of shape representation using edge directions, (a), (d) 
and (g) Original images, (b), (e) and (h) Edge images, (c), ( f ) and (i) Histograms 
of edge directions. 
“ 
6.3.5 Integration of Shape Features 
The extracted feature vectors of the images are normalized by the maximum value 
of each corresponding feature and stored in the database. The weighting factors 
of the dissimilarity function are found by the proposed GA. When a user raises 
a query, the features of the query image are first extracted. Then, the extracted 
features are matched linearly with the features in the database and integrated by 
the dissimilarity function. After that, the images are displayed in the order of 
similarity. 
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6.4 Experimental Results 
We conducted several different experiments to measure the performance of our 
proposed system. In Experiment 8, We found the weights in the dissimilarity 
function using the proposed GA. In Experiment 9, 10, and 11, we tested the 
speed and recall rate of the system. In Experiment 12, we compared different 
integration methods for retrieval. Experiments were conducted with a database 
of 1400 monochromatic cursive character images on an Ultra 5 Machine running 
Matlab V5.3. Appendix B shows some representative images in our database. 
6.4.1 Experiment 8: Weight Assignment using Genetic Al-
gorithm 
In this experiment, we tested our proposed GA and found the appropriate weight-
ing factors for various shape features. The weights found were used in the Exper-
iment 9, 10, 11, and 12. 
The proposed GA was tested with the following setup. The population size 
PopSize was 30. The maximum number of iterations was set to 1000 because 
according to our testing, the proposed GA always converges within 1000 iterations. 
In addition, there were 50 training pairs TP. The size of the database DB was 
1400. The values of the weights (genes) were bounded by 0 and 1. The probability 
of application of crossover was 0.6 and the probability of application of mutation 
was 0.05. The experiments were repeated 10 times with different random seeds. 
The evaluation function was the total count TC(w). The ranking score function 
•s was the same as Eq. 5.5 in Chapter 5. . 
Figure 6.8 shows the best result and the worst result obtained among the 10 
t r iak From the result, the GA improved the accuracy of the retrievals of the 
training examples by changing the weights in the dissimilarity function. For the 
best result, it converged in 500 iterations with a total count of 42.37, which means 
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on average, the distance function ranks the target of a query in a training example 
to the 22nd position. The best weights found are presented in Table 6.1 and were 
used as the final weights for retrieval afterward. 
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Figure 6.8: Results of Experiment 8. TC versus the number of iterations. 
The performance of the distance function found can be further analyzed by the 
ranking histogram in Figure 6.9(a) and (b). From the histogram of the best result, 
74% of the targets were ranked at the top 14 positions, 80% were ranked at the 
“ 
top 28 positions, 86% were ranked at the top 70 positions, and 94% were ranked 
at the top 140 positions. However, several targets were ranked very low. This 
is because images that appear to be similar need not be similar in their shape. 
Another reason is that the features that we used cannot model the similarity of 
those training examples. However, we believe that by introducing moreefFective 
features, the accuracy can be improved. 
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Table 6.1: Results of Experiment 8. Weights found for different shape features. 
J e a t o e || Weight Percentage" 
Edge direction histogram of original image || 0.0224 0.40 
Eccentricity of original image 0.0433 0.77 
Eccentricity of normalized image 0.1497 2.66 
Eccentricity of thinned image 0.0494 0.88 
First invariant moment of original image 0.3756 6 ^ 
Second invariant moment of original image 0.9073 16.11 
Third invariant moment of original image 0.9854 17.50 
First invariant moment of normalized image 0.1156 ^05 
Second invariant moment of normalized image 0.1051 L ^ 
Third invariant moment of normalized image 0.9962 17.69 
First invariant moment of thinned image 0.9755 17.32 
Second invariant moment of thinned image 0.0136 0 ¾ 
Third invariant moment of thinned image 0.8930 15.86 
6.4.2 Experiment 9: Speed on Feature Extraction and Re-
trieval 
In this experiment, we tested the speed on feature extraction and image retrieval. 
When a query was submitted to the system, its features would be computed first. 
Next, the similarity measure between the query and all images in the dataUse 
were computed. The average elapse time of 100 trials for feature extraction of the 
query image and database query are listed in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: Results of Experiment 9. Average elapse time for retrieving an image 
from a database of 1400 images on a Sun Ultra 5 Machine. 
Feature Extraction Database query 11 Total 
lL61s I 0.04s II 11.65s 
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Figure 6.9: Results of Experiment 8. (a) The ranking histogram of the best result 
among the 10 trials, (b) The ranking histogram of the worst result among the 10 
trials. 
6.4.3 Experiment 10: Evaluation by Recall for Deformed 
Images 
Our aim is to develop a Chinese cursive script image retrieval system that is 
insensitive to variations on image deformation. In this experiment, we tested 
ii 
the behavior of our image retrieval system in the presence of the deformation 
transformation as shown in Figure 5.11. Several cursive character images shown 
in Figure 6.10 were submitted as query images to the database. Similar objective 
evaluation criteria has also been used by Kim [34]. A set of 100 deformed images as 
shown in Figure 6.11 was used for performance evaluation. The deformed images 
were submitted as query images to our retrieval system to examine whether the 
deformed images can retrieve their original ones or not. 
Table 6.3 presents the results of recall rate in the top 70 candidates queried by 
the deformed images, where n corresponds to the position of the correct retrieval. 
From the results, 90% of the deformed images can recall their original ones in the 
top 28 candidates'"which is equal to 2% of the database size. The average recall 
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\ n 11 ^  
(a) Q1 (b) Q2 (c) Q3 (d) Q4 (e) Q5 
8 iS, tJi ^  ^L 
(f) Q6 (g) Q7 (h) Q8 (i) Q9 (j) Q10 
Figure 6.10: Query character images. 
rate of the original ones among the top 70 candidates queried by deformed images 
was 94%. 
6.4.4 Experiment 11: Evaluation by Recall for Rotated 
and Scaled Images 
“ 
In order to test the recall rate for rotated and scaled images, we conducted the 
following experiment. 
1. Rotated Query: Every image in Figure 6.10 was rotated arbitrarily with 
the range of ±10° and then presented as the query image. We only tested 
with the range stated above because our target is not to retrieve arbitrarily 
rotated images and we assume the query image to our system is directed 
upward. 
2. Scaled Query: Every image in Figure 6.10 was scaled arbitrarily and then 
presented as the query image. The scaling factors were bounded by 0.5 and 
50. 
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Figure 6.11: 100 queries deformed from 10 character images for performance eval-
uation. 
Tlie experiments were repeated with 100 rotated queries and 100 scaled queries. 
“ 
From the results presented in Table 6.4, we notice that the shape features were 
very effective in retrieving scaled images. However, the system only recalled 98% 
of the rotated images in the top 70 positions. This is because we used an edge 
direction histogram to represent an image, which is rotation sensitive. We consider 
not to use an edge direction histogram for representing a character image in our 
future development. 
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Table 6.3: Results of Experiment 10. Recall for deformed images, n refers to the 
position of the correct retrieval. For the query nature, please refer to Figure 5.11. 
Query n = 1 n < 2 n < 5 n < 14 n < 28 n < 70 N ^ 
Nature (%) (%)(歹。） (~^ o) ("^ o) (歹。）Retrieved(%) 
_(a) Pinch 50% 70% 80% 90% 90% 90% 10% 
(b) Pinch 40% ~ 5 0 ^ 80% ~ 9 0 ^ 90% 100% 0% 
(c) Twirl 10% ~ 2 0 % ~ 50% ~ 8 0 ^ 80% 90% fO% 
� Twirl 10% 10%— 40% " 8 0 ^ 80% 80% 一 20% 
(e) Ripple 20% 20%— 60% ~ 8 0 ^ 80% 90% 10% 
(f) Ripple 20% " 3 0 ^ 40% ~ l o W ~ 80% 90% l O ^ 
(g) HE 70% 9 Q % " 100% 1 M ^ 100% 100% Q% 
(h) HE 60% 6 0 % " 90% " T 0 0 ^ 100% 100% Q% 
(i) V E 80% " l 0 0 ^ 100% ~ T 0 0 ^ 100% lQQ% 0% 
(j) vE _ 1 2 ^ _ ^ 2 ^ J 5 5 ^ 3 M H _ i 5 2 ^ _ i ^ 2 ^ I Z I ^ l Z m 
l v g . 43% 53% 74% 89% 90% 94% 6% 
Table 6.4: Results of Experiment 11. Recall for rotated and scaled images, n 
refers to the position of the correct retrieval. 
Query || n = 1 n < 2 n < 5 n < 14 n < 28 n < 70 N ^ 
Nature (%) ( % ) ( 元 ） （ " ^ o ) (¾>) (歹。）Retrieved(%) 
(a) Rotated 11 64% 70% 83% 91% 96% 98% Wo  
7 b ) Scaled II 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 
“ 
6.4.5 Experiment 12: Comparison ofDifferent Integration 
Methods 
In this experiment, we compared the recall rate of different integration methods. 
The 100 deformed images in Figure 6.11 were used as queries to recall their original 
ones. The integration methods include: . 
1. Equal weights. All the weights were set to 1 for all the features in the 
dissimilarity function. This method has been used in [30] for integrating two 
shape features. 
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2. Weights determined by individual recall rate. A weighted Euclidean 
distance were used as the distance function. The weights used are propor-
tional to the accuracy of retrievals using individual features. The accuracy 
of a particular shape feature was determined by the same experimental setup 
as in Experiment 10. This method was proposed by [30] but they did not 
tested its performance. 
3. Integration with the method in Q B I C (See E q . 2 . 1 ) . The distance 
between two images is computed using a weighted Euclidean distance with 
the inverse of feature variances used for normalization. 
4. Weights found by G A . The distance between two images is computed 
using a weighted Euclidean distance with the weights found by our proposed 
GA. 
Table 6.5: Results of Experiment 12. Retrieval results on the basis of different 
integration methods, n refers to the position of the correct retrieval, (a) Equal 
weights, (b) Weights determined by individual recall rate, (c) QBIC. (d) Our 
system. 
Query n = 1 n < 2 n < 5 n < 14 n < 28 n < 70 N ^ ； 
Nature|| (%) (%) (%) (¾>) ( ‘ （~^。） Retrieved(%) 
(a) II 43% 50% 62% 73% 80% 88% ^ ^  
(b) 41% 47% ~ M > ~ ~ ^ 76% 83% Vf%  
(c) 51% 57% 65% ~ 8 0 C ~ 86% 93% 7% 
- (d ) II 43% 53% 74% 89% 90% 94% 6% 
From Table 6.5, the dissimilarity function found by our GA has a better recall 
rate than that of the other methods. This is expected because the weights were 
optimized by the GA based on the training examples given by the users. Hence, 
its recall rate should be better than that of the other integration methods. 
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6.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, our prototype system for Chinese cursive script character image 
retrieval has been discussed. Several shape features including histogram of edge 
directions, invariant moments, and eccentricities were used to increase the robust-
ness of the system. We also used the heuristic of the original images, the thinned 
images, and the normalized images for extracting features. The weighting factors 
of the shape attributes in the dissimilarity function were determined by the pro-
posed supervised learning method using GA. Experimental results show that our 
system was robust to retrieve scaled and deformed images. This demonstrates the 
power of a content-based image retrieval system that given a query image, the 
system retrieves all the similar images from the database. Our ultimate goal is to 
build a supporting tool for the calligraphers and artists to do comparative study 





Traditional text-based image retrieval systems have many limitations; therefore, 
content-based search has been introduced for solving the problems. In this thesis, 
we have addressed the problem of content-based image retrieval from iconic image 
databases based on shape features. This chapter summarizes the results of the 
research and outlines several directions for future research. 
7.1 Summary 
t! 
We have proposed a supervised learning technique for finding the weighting fac-
tors of the dissimilarity function using a genetic algorithm. Given a set of training 
examples, the algorithm assigns suitable weights for different image features. The 
weights found can be used for image retrieval afterward. Besides, we have devel-
oped two prototype shape-based irnage retrieval systems. The two systems achieve 
both the desired accuracy and efficiency. 
The first system is a trademark image retrieval system. We propose to use an 
approximated boundary to capture the global shape of a trademark. Invariant mo-
ments, eccentricity, Fourier descriptors of approximated boundary, and circularity 
of approximated boundary are used to represent a trademark. The weights of the 
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features in the dissimilarity function are determined by the proposed supervised 
learning technique. A trademark database of 1400 images has been tested. Ex-
perimental results show that the weights found by the GA improved the accuracy 
of retrieval and our system was robust on retrieving rotated, scaled, deformed, 
mirrored, and hand drawn images. Moreover, the retrieved images by our system 
agreed well with human perception. Each query took 2.3 seconds on average. 
The second system is a Chinese cursive script character image retrieval sys-
tem. We propose to use the original, thinned, and normalized images to extract 
the shape features including invariant moments, edge directions, and eccentricity. 
The weights for different shape features are found by the proposed GA. We have 
tested the performance of the system on a database of 1400 cursive images. The 
results show that the weights found by the GA improved the accuracy of retrievals. 
Moreover, our system was robust on retrieving scaled and deformed images. Each 
query took 11.7 seconds on average. 
The proposed supervised learning technique is scalable for solving the problem 
with a database of more than 1400 images. The execution time for training grows 
linearly with the number of images in the database. Although it takes a long time 
to find the weights, the training algorithm only needs to be executed once. 'The 
weights found can be used for image retrieval afterward. 
7.2 Future Research 
There are several limitations in the proposed systems. A number of issues can be 
addressed to extend the capability of the systems in the future. 
7.2.1 Limitations 
1. Learning Capabilities: The systems currently have no learning capabil-
ities after the GA training. Therefore, they cannot improve their accuracy 
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with time. 
2. Partial Matching of Objects: The systems cannot match based on seg-
mented objects. 
3. Indexing Structure: The retrieval system now has no indexing structure. 
The retrieval time increases with the number of images linearly. 
7.2.2 Future Directions 
First, a future extension may be in the direction of building a system to learn 
through positive and negative examples of every query. Second, the systems can 
be extended to match on the basis of segmented objects rather than the entire 
image. An algorithm for comparing the difference of two sets of objects with their 
spatial information can be studied. Hence, the systems can allow partial matching 
of objects. Finally, a further step could be in the direction of building an index 
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Appendix C 
Shape Feature Extraction 
Toolbox for Matlab V5.3 
C.1 central_moment 
function [m] 二 central_moment(fig ,p,q) 
y. Filename : CENTRAL_MOMENT.M 
•/• Format : m = c e n t r a l _ m o m e n t (fig , p ,q) 
5 *!% 
*/• m - moment 
'/• fig - binary image 
•〉： p , q - order p , q 
10 y, Usage : Calculate the central moment of a binary image 
/• fig with the order of p , q . 
:/• Example : » f = imread(,circle.tif,); 
ir \] » m = central_moment(f , [2 0 1], [0 2 1])： 
15 y, » m20 = m ( l ) 
•/. » m02 = m(2) 
y. » mll = m(3) 
:〈• Note : This function supports vector p r o c e s s i n g . 
ZK) /• » 
'/. Author : David Chan 
'/. Address : CSE Dept , C U H K , Hong Kong 
I E - m a i l : ymchanCcse .cuhk.edu.hk 
25 y, Date : June-1999 
'/, Version : 1.0 
fig 二 double ( fig )； 
[ny nx] = size ( fig )； 
30 [cx cyj = centroid ( fig )； 
m = zeros ( size (p ))； 
for i = 1: ny 
for j 二 1: nx 
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35 m = m + f ig ( i , j ) . * ( i - c x ) . ^ p . * ( j - c y ). ‘ q; 
e n d 
e n d 
return 
C.2 centroid 
function [ c x , c y ] = centro id ( f ig ) 
•/. Filename: CENTROID .M 
•/• 
'/. Format : [cx , cy] = centroid(fig) 
5 % 
*/. cx, cy - centroid 
% fig - binary image 
10 y. Usage : Calculate the centroid of a binary image 
*/. Example : » fig = [ 1 1 1； 1 1 i； i i i] 
•/• » [x,y] = centroid (fig) 
•/. » fig = [ 0 0 0; 1 1 1; 1 1 0] 
'/. » Cx,y] = centroid (fig) 
15 y. » fig = imread ( ‘ circle . tif ‘)； 
y. » [x,y] = centroid (fig) 
•/• Author : David Chan 
'/. Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
20 y, E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
•/• Date : June-1999 
'/. Version : 1.0 
25 mOO = smn(sum(f ig ) ) ; 
m = moment(fig ’ [1 0 ] , [0 1 ] ) ; 
cx = m ( l ) / mOO; 




function [ c ] = c i r ( f i g ) 
•/. Filename : CIR.M 
•/. 
'/. Format : c=cir(fie) 
5 :/• 6 
:/• c - circularity 
y« fig - binary image . 
y. Usage : Calculate the circularity of a binary shape 
lU /• (circularity = perimeter • p e r i m e t e r / a r e a ) 
:/• Example : » cir(imread('circle . t i f ) ) 
y« >> cir(imread (‘ rect .tif ‘)) 
15 y, Author : David Chan 
'/. Address : CSE Dept , CUHK , Hong Kong 
*/. E-mail : ymchanQcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
•/• 
•/• Date : June-1999 
20 y. Version : 1.0 
perimeter = bwarea(bwper im( f ig , 4 ) ) ; 
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y. minimize quantization error 
area = bwarea( f ig ) — ( perimeter / 2 ) ; 
25 
c = ( p e r i m e t e r � 2 )/ area ； 
return 
C.4 C S S 
function [ peak_ l i s t ,X,Y ]=css ( x , y , i s_p lot_peak ) 
•/. Filename : CSS.M 
•/. 
:/• Format : [ p e a k _ l i s t , X , Y ] = c s s ( x , y , i s _ p l o t _ p e a k ) 
5� l � 
'/» peak_list - peaks 
•/• X - l i s t of po ints a f t e r curve e v o l u t i o n 
:/• Y - list of points after curve evolution 
:/• X - l i s t of po in ts ( x - c o o r d i n a t e ) 
10 '/. (resampled to 200 pts) 
:�• y - l i s t of po in ts ( y - c o o r d i n a t e ) 
•/• (resampled to 200 pts) 
y» is_plot_peak - plot the CSS image , 1 or 0 
15 :/• Usage: Find the shape d e s c r i p t o r s in the Curvature 
、()、 Scale Space (CSS) Representation 
'/• Example: » [x,y] = gen_shape(200) ； p l o t ( x , y , '-x'); 
… 1 » [a,X,Y] = css(x,y,l); 
20 y. » figure ； p l o t ( X , Y , 'x'); 
y. Author : David Chan 
'/. Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
•/• E-mail : ymchanCcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
25 •/. 
'/. Date : June-1999 
•/• Version : 1.0 
if length ( x r = 2 Q 0 
30 error (，[ x y ] should be resampled to 200 points ‘ )； 
break； 
end “ 
T T " l e n g t h ( v P = 2 0 0 
error (，[ x y ] should be resampled to 200 points’）； 
35 break： ‘ 
en d 
start _sigma =7; 
end_sigma=60; 
40 r a n g e = 2 5 0 ; 
number_of_samples = 199; 
•/: if you want to plot the CSS representation with the peaks 
n i s_p lo t_peak ^ 
45 figure ； 
e n d 
'/. s t o r e the f i n a l peak l i s t f o r indexing 
peak_ l i s t = [ 1 ； 
50 • 
'/. store the current zero-crossing list 
zero_c ross =[]； 
len_curr =0; 
55 •/, s t o r e the prev ious z e r o - c r o s s i n g l i s t 
p r e v _ z e r o _ c r o s s = [ ] ; 
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len_prev =0; 
for i=s tar t_s i^ma :1: end_sigma 
60 g=gen_gauss ian_vec tor (number_of_samples , i , range )； 
X=warp_conv ( x , g )； 
Y=warp_conv (y ’ g )； 
Xt = my_dev (X)； 
65 Yt = my.dev (Y)； 
Xtt = my_dev(Xt) ; 
Ytt = my_dev(Yt) ; 
k = ( X t . * Y t t - X t t . * Y t ) . / ( ( ( X t . * X t ) + ( Y t . * Y t ) ) , ( 1 . 5 ) ) ; 
sec_dev_k =my_dev ( my_dev (k ))； 
prev_zero_c ross = z e r o _ c r o s s ； 
•/• Find the zero-crossings 
75 z e r o - c r o s s = f i n d ( sec_dev_k .* . . . 
[ sec_dev_k (200); sec_dev_k (1:199)] < 0); 
*/• length of current zero_cross and prev_zero_cross 
l en_b4_prev=len_prev ； 一 
80 l en_prev= len_curr ； 
l e n _ c u r r = l e n g t h ( zero_cross )； 
'/. error handling rountine 
if ( len_prev ~ = 0) k ( len_curr >len_prev ) 
85 '/. f p r i n t f ( 'Warning : S igma=y.d\n ' , i ) ; 
if ( i > = 7 0 ) 
zero_cross =[]； 
p e a k _ l i s t = [ p e a k _ l i s t ； . . . 
f ind_peak ( prev_zero_cross，’ zero_cross ’ ’ i ) 1 • 
90 break ； ‘ 
end 
end 
if ( i>=end_sigma) 
95 '/. leave the for loop 
zero_c ross =[]； ,, 
peak_ l i s t = [ p e a k _ l i s t ； . . . 
f ind_peak ( p rev_zero_c ross , ’ zero_cross ’ ’ i ) ] ; 
break； 
100 e b ^ ( l en . curr < len_prev ) k ( l en . curr < len_b4 prev ) 
/i find the peak ‘ 
peak_ l i s t = [ p e a k _ l i s t ； . . . 
f ind_peak ( prev_zero_cross，’ zero_cross ’ ’ i )1； 
end 105 ；~~ 
'/j if you want to plot the CSS representation . 
lf i s _p lo t_peak 
hold on ； 
if ~ isemptv ( ze ro_cross ) 




115 y,if you want to plot the CSS representation with the peaks 
n i s_p lo t_peak 
hold • on ； 
if ~ isemptv ( peak_ l i s t ) 
n M ( p e a k J i s t ( : , 2 ) , peak_l is t ( : , 1 ) , ' b x ' ) ; 
120 ^ ( [1 200 7 6 0 ] ) ; 
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y. Find the peaks given 2 list of points 
function [ peak] = f ind_peak ( a , b , sigma) 
fgr ( j = 0 : 4 ) 
k = l . 
f ^ ’（ i = l : l e n g t h ( b ) ) 
if isempty (b) 
135 break ； 
end 
newa = a ( a ~ = b ( k ) + j )； 
if length (newa)~= length ( a) 
a = newa ； 
140 b = b ( b - = b ( k ) ) ; 
else 




k = l . 
fgr ’（ i=l: I e n g t h ( b n 
if isempty (b) 
break ； 
150 end 
newa = a ( a ~ = b ( k ) - j ) ; 
if length (newa)~= length ( a) 
a = newa ； 
155 b = b ( b - = b ( k ) ) ; 
else 
" T ^ k + 1 ; 
end 
end 
160 e n d ~ 
a l=a ; “ 
d i f f l =0; 
for ( i = 1 : 2 : l e n g t h ( a l ) - l ) 
165 d i f f l = d i f f l +abs (a l ( i + l ) - a l ( i ))； 
end 
52=Ja(2: l e n s t h ( a ) ) 2 0 0 + a ( l ) ] ; 
d i f f 2 =0; 
170 fgr ( i = l : 2 : l e n g t h ( a 2 ) - l ) 
d i f f 2 = d i f f 2 +abs( a2 (i + l ) - a 2 ( i ))； 
end * 
if d i f f l < d i f f 2 
175 k = l . 
for '( i = l : 2 : l e n g t h ( a l ) - l ) 
peak (k , 2 )= c^ ( ( a l ( i ) + a l ( i + l ) ) / 2 ) ; 
p e a k ( k , l ) = s i g m a ; 




fgr，（ i = l : 2 : l e n g t h ( a 2 ) - l ) 
p e a k ( k , 2 ) = 碑 ( ( a 2 ( i ) + a 2 ( i + l ) ) / 2 ) ; 
185 peak (k ,1 )= sigma ； 
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k=k+l ; 
end 
l P p e a k ( length ( peak (: ’ 1) ) ’ 2) > 2 0 0 
peak( l e n g t h ( p e a k ( : , l ) ) , 2 ) = peak( l e n g t h ( p e a k ( : , l ) ) , 2 ) - 2 0 0 ; 
190 end 
end 
'/. Find the warp around diff . 
195 function [ r e s u l t ] = my_dev(a) 
a_len = length ( a)； 
a — H< j 
result = [ a ( 2 : a_len ) a ( l ) ] ' - [ a ( a_len ) a ( l : a_len - 1 ) ] ' ; 
200 
*/, Gaussian Vector 
function [ v e c t o r ] = g e n _ g a u s s i a n _ v e c t o r ( number_of_element ’ . . . 
sigma, range) 
vec tor=gauss ian ( linspace ( - r a n g e , range ’ number_of_element ) ’ •.. 
205 s igma) ; 
v e c t o r = v e c t o r - v e c t o r ( 1 ) ; 
vector = [ v e c t o r , /sum( vector ) ] ‘； 
210 function [ result ]=gauss ian ( t , sigma) 
result = e x n ( - t . * t / ( 2 * s i g m a * s i g m a ) ) / ( sigma* sqrt (2* n i ) ) ; 
C.5 css_match 
function [ r e a l _ d i f f ] = css_match ( x , y ) 
•/. Filename : CSS_MATCH.M 
y. 
:/《 Format : [diff] = ccs_match(x,y) 
'l) diff - the difference between the 2 sets of peaks 
•/• X, y - 2 sets of peaks 
:/• Usage : Calculate the difference of 2 CSS images . “ 
10 /• Each CSS image is represented by its peaks . 
；/• Example: » a = [9 153;10 158;24 187;44 47;60 93;60 122:60 199] • 
/• » b = [9 88;10 59;24 88;44 148;60 23;60 100:60 194] • ， 
15 •/• >> c s s _ m a t c h ( a , b ) , 
•/• Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE Dept , CUHK , Hong Kong 
:〈： E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
20 •/. Date : June-1999 * 
y. Vers ion : 1.0 
x = sortrows (x ’ [ 1 2])； 
25 y = sortrows (y , [ 1 2])； 
len_x = length (x)； 
len .y = length (v )； 
r e a l _ d i f f = I n f ； 
30 e r r o r _ l i m i t ~ 0 . 3 * 5 0 ; V. Error l i m i t 
foi j = 1:200 y, y_shift index 
x_copy = X; 
len_x_copy = len_x ； 
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35 y-Copy = y; 
l e n _ y _ c o p y = len_y ； 
c u r r _ d i f f =0; 
40 •/, match the y(k , : ) to x_copy (1,:) 
y. h e r e , y ( k , : ) i s the model f o r matching 
•/• a n d , x _ c o p y ( l , :) is the target for matching 
for k = 1: len_y 
45 for 1 = 1: len_x_copy 
t . m p l = c a I c _ d i f f ( x _ c o p y ( l , : ) , y ( k , : ) ) ; 
if tmpl < = e r r o r - l i m i t 
c u r r _ d i f f = c u r r _ d i f f +tmpl; 
for m=l : len_y_copy 
50 if y -copy (m,:) = = y ( k , : ) 
y -copy = [y_copy ( l : m - l , : ) ; 
y_ copy (m+l : l en_y_copy , : ) ] ; 




for n = l : len_x_copy 
if x _ c o p y ( n , : ) = = x_copy (1 , : ) 
X-Copy = [x_copy (1： n - l , : ) ; 
60 x_copy (n + l : l en_x_copy , : ) ] ; 








70 if ~ isemptv ( x_copy ) 




75 — , 
if ~ isempty(v-Copv) “ 




c u r r _ d i f f = c u r r _ d i f f + y_sum + x_sum ； 
if c u r r _ d i f f < r e a l _ d i f f 
85 r e a l _ d i f f = c u r r _ d i f f； 
end • 
y = s h i f t _ r i g h t ( y , l ) ; 
end 
90 return 
• � S h i f t the CSS r e p r e s e n t a t i o n t o the r i g h t by s k i p _ p o i n t s of po in t s 
function [ shi f ted_m ] = s h i f t _ r i g h t (m, sk ip_po in t s ) 
shi f ted_m = [ m ( : , l ) , mod(m(:,2)+ s k i p . p o i n t s ,200)]; 
95 shi f ted_m = sortrows ( shi fted_m ,[1 2])； 
return 
'/. Calc the d i f f between 2 po in t s in CSS r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
function [ d i f f _ a b ] = c a l c _ d i f f ( a , b) 
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100 d i f f _ a b = sgrt (mm(sum( ( a - b ) . “ 2 ) , . . . 
s q ( a ( : , l ) - b ( : , l ) ) + s q ( a ( : , 2 ) + 2 0 0 - b ( : , 2 ) ) ) ) ; 
d i f f _ a b = sqrt (min( d i f f _ a b , . . . 
s q ( a ( : , l ) - b ( : , l ) ) + s q ( b ( : , 2 ) + 2 0 0 - a ( : , 2 ) ) ) ) ; 
return 
105 
•/, Calc the square of x 




function [ e ] = ecc ( f ig ) 
•/• Filename : ECC.M 
•/. 
'/. Format : e = ecc(fic;) 
5 •/. 
•/• e - eccentricity 
y. fig - binary image 
10【. Usage : Calculate the eccentricity of a binary image 
•/. Example : » fig = [ 1 1 1 ； i i i; i i i] 
•/. » ecc(fig) 
'/. » fig = L 0 0 0; 1 1 1; 1 1 0] 
'/. » ecc(fig) 
15 y. » fig = imread('circle.tif'); 
y. » ecc(fig) 
7. Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
20 y, E-mail : ymchanCcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
•/. Date : June-1999 
y. Version : 1.0 
25 u = centraLmoment ( f ig , [2 0 1]， [0 2 11) • 
u20 = u ( l ) ; “ 
u02 = u ( 2 ) ; 
u l l = u ( 3 ) ; 
30 e = ( ( ( u 2 0 - u 0 2 ) " 2 + 4 * ( u l K 2 ) ) / ( u 2 0 + u 0 2 T 2 ) ; 
return ‘ 
C.7 edge—directions 
function [ histogram , eout ] = e d g e _ d i r e c t i o n s (img , . . . 
number_of_bin , k) ‘ 
'/. Filename : EDGE_DIRECTIONS.M 
y. 
5 \) Format: [ h i s t o g r a m , e o u t ] = e d g e _ d i r e c t i o n s ( i m g , . . . 
•/• n u m b e r _ o f _ b i n , k) 
\) histogram - Edge direction histogram 
/• eout - edges 
10 y. img - binary image 
/• number_of_bin - number of bins in the histogram 
/• k - smoothing factor 
'/• Usage : find the edge direction histogram of a 
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15 y, binary image img 
•/• Example : >> a = imread ( ‘ rect ,tif ‘)； 
'/• >> [h,e] = e d g e _ d i r e c t i o n s ( a , 18, 5)； 
:/• » figure; plot (h); 
20 y, >> figure ； imshow (e)； 
*/. Note : modified from the canny edge detect ion 
•) program , edge .m, from Matlab 5.3 
25 •/. Author : David Chan 
、丨、Address : CSE D e p t , CUHK, Hong Kong 
y. E-mail: ymchanGcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
y. Date : June-1999 
30 •/, Version : 1.0 
a = img; 
t h r e s h = [ ] ； 
sigma = 1 ； 
35 H = [ ] ; 
kx = ； 
ky = 1; 
•/• Transform to a double p r e c i s i o n i n t e n s i t y image 
40 if i s a ( a , 'uint8，） 
a = im2double ( a)； 
end 
m = size ( a，1)； 
45 n = size (a ’ 2 )； 
rr = 2 : m - l ; cc = 2 : n - l ; 
'/. The output edge map: 
e = zeros (m, n ); 
50 
•/• Magic numbers 
GaussianDieOff = .0001; 
'/. Used f o r s e l e c t i n g t h r e s h o l d s 
P e r c e n t O f P i x e l s N o t E ^ e s = .7; 
55 */, Low thresh i s t h i s f r a c t i o n of the hieh 
ThresholdRat io = .4; ^ ‘ “ 
•/• Design the filters - a gaussian and its derivative 
60 pw = 1 :30 ; •/, p o s s i b l e widths 
ssq = sigma*sigma ； 
yi^^h = m ^ ( f i n d ( e 3 ^ ( - ( p w . * p w ) / ( 2 * s s q ) ) > G a u s s i a n D i e O f f ) ) . 
lf isemptv (w idth ) ‘ “ 
65 endWidth = 1;、丨、the user entered a really small sigma 
t = ( - width : width )； � 
len = 2* width+1; 
'/• We will average values at t - . 5 , t , t+.5 
t3 = [ t - . 5 ; t ； t + . 5 ] ; 
70 •/, the gaussian 1 -d f i l t e r 
gau = s i m i ( ^ ( - ( t 3 . * t 3 ) / ( 2 * s s q ) ) ) • 7 ( 6 * p i * s s q ) ; 
/. d e r i v a t i v e of a gaussian 
dgau = ( - t . * e 2 ^ ( - ( t . * t ) / ( 2 * s s q ) ) / ssq).，； 
75 y. Convolve the f i l t e r s with the image in each d i r e c t i o n 
/• The canny edge detector first requires convolutions with 
/• the gaussian , and then with the derivitave of a gauusian 
{) I convolve the filters first and then make a call to conv2 
/• to do the convolution down each column 
80 • 
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ra = size ( a ’ 1)； 
ca = size ( a，2 )； 
ay = 255* a ； ax = 255* a ‘； 
85 h = conv(gau , dgau )； 
ax = conv2( ax , h , ‘ same').，； 
ay = conv2( ay , h , ‘ same')； 
ang = round( atan2 ( ay , ax ) . * 180 . / ^1)； 
90 mag = sqrt (( ax . * ax ) + ( ay . * ay ))； 
magmax = max( mag ( : ) )； 
if magmax>0 
m a g = m a g / magmax; '/, normalize 
end 
95 一 
'/i Select the thresholds 
[ counts , x ]= imhis t (mag, 6 4 ) ; 
highThresh = min( find (cumsum( counts ) > . . . 
PercentOfPixelsNotEdges *m*n)) / 64; 
100 lowThresh = ThresholdRat io*highThresh ； 
thresh = [ lowThresh highThresh] ; 
:/• The next step is to do the non-maximum supression . 
inr \ We w i l l accrue i n d i c e s which s p e c i f y ON p i x e l s in strong edgemap 
105 /. The array e will become the weak edge m a p . 
idxStrong = [ ] ； 
for dir = 1:4 
idxLocalMax = cannyFindLocaIMaxima( dir , ax.av.mag)； 
idxWeak = i d x L o c a l M a x ( m a g ( i d x L o c a l M ^ > lowThresh ) • 
110 e(idxWeak) = l; 卜 
endidxStrong = [ i d x S t r o n g ; idxWeak(mag(idxWeak) > h ighThresh) ] ; 
rstrong = rem( idxStrong - 1 , m) + l ; 
115 cstrong = floor (( idxStrong - 1 ) / m ) +1 ； 
•e= bwselect (e , cstrong , rstrong , 4 ) ; 
'/• Thin double (or triple ) pixel wide contours 
e = bwmorph ( e , ‘ thin ‘ , 1 ) ; 
120 eout = e ； „ 
edgeindex = find ( eout ~ = 0); 
edg = ang(edgeindex )； 
125 histogram 二 hist (edg , number_of_bin )； 
histogram = warp_conv ( histogram ‘ , o n e s ( k , l ) ) ; 
hist,ogram = histogram •/ ^ ( e d g , l ) * 1 ; ，、丨、 n o r m a l i z a t i o n 
130 return . 
function idxLocalMax = cannyFindLocalMaxima( d i r e c t i o n , ix , iy ,mag) 
y. This sub-function helps with the non-maximum supression in the 
ic5b(: Canny edge detector . The input parameters are: 
*l) d i r e c t i o n - t h e index of which direction the gradient is pointing 
1) • read from the diagram below . direction is 1, 2, 3, or，4 
1川 1： IX -input image filtered by derivative of gaussian along x . 
14U > iy - i n p u t image f i l t e r e d by d e r i v a t i v e of gaussian along v 
/. mag -the gradient magnitude image 
y, there are 4 cases : 
:/• 
145 */. The X marks the pixel in question ’ and each 
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:/• 3 2 of the quadrants for the gradient vector 
:/• 0 0 0 fall into two cases , divided by the 45 
:/• 4 I I 1 degree line . In one case the gradient 
:/• I I v e c t o r i s more h o r i z o n t a l , and in the other 
150 •/• 0 X 0 i t i s more v e r t i c a l . There are e ight 
•/• 丨 丨 d i v i s i o n s , but for the non-maximum supression 
:/•⑴丨 丨⑷ we are only worried about 4 of them since we 
:/• 0 0 0 use symmetric points about the center pixel. 
/. (2) (3) ^ 
155 
[m, n] = size (mag)； 
、[、‘ Find the indices of all points whose gradient (specified by the 
160 /• vector (ix,iy)) is going in the direction we're looking at. 
if ( d i r e c t i o n = = 1 ) 
idx = find (( i y < = 0 & i x > - i y ) | ( i y > = 0 & i x < - i y ) ) ; 
elseif ( d i r e c t i o n ==2) 
165 idx = find (( i x > 0 & - i y > = i x ) | ( i x < 0 & - i y < = i x ) ) ; 
elseif ( d i r e c t i o n ==3) 
idx = p n d (( i x < = 0 k ix>iy ) | ( i x > = 0 & ix<iy ))； 
elseif ( d i r e c t i o n ==4) 
idx = find((iy<0 k i x < = i y ) | ( i y > 0 k i x > = i y ) ) ; 
170 e n d 
'/. Exclude the exterior pixels 
if ~ isemptv ( idx ) 
V = mod( idx ,m)； 
175 extIdx = find(v = = l | v = = 0 | idx<=m | ( i d x > ( n - l ) * m ) ) ; 
idx ( extIdx ) = [ ] ； 
e n d 
ixv = ix ( i dx )； 
180 iyv = iy ( i d x )； 
gradmag = mag(idx )； 
'/; Do the linear interpolations for the interior pixels 
if ( d i r e c t i o n = = 1 ) 
185 d = a b s ( i y v . / i x v )； “ 
gradmagl = m a g ( i d x 4 m ) . * ( l - d ) + mag( i d x + m - l ) . * d ; 
gradmag2 = mag( i d x ^ n ) . * ( l - d ) + mag( i d x ^ + l ) . * d ; 
elseif ( d i r e c t i o n = = 2 ) ’ 
d = a b s ( i x v . / i y v )； 
190 gradmagl = m a g ( i d x - l ) . * ( l - d ) + mag( i d x 4 m - l ) . * d ; 
gradmag2 = mag( idx + l ) . * ( l - d ) + mag( i d x ^ + l . *d ; 
elseif ( d i r e c t i o n ==3) 
d = a b s ( i x v . / i y v )； 
gradmagl = m a g ( i d x - l ) . * ( l - d ) + m a g ( i d x ^ n - l ) . * d - ‘ 
195 gradmag2 = mag(idx + l ) . * ( l - d ) + m a g ( i d x ^ + l ) . * d : 
elseif ( d i r e c t i o n ==4) 
d = a b s ( i y v . / i x v )； 
gradmagl = mag( i d x ^ n ) . * ( l - d ) + m a g ( i d x ~ m - l ) . * d ; 
gradmag2 = m a g ( i d x 4 m ) . * ( l - d ) + mag{ idx+m+l ) . *d i 
zUu end 
^JdxLocalMax = idx (gradmag>r^radmagl & gradmag>=gradmag2); 
C.8 fourier_d 
function [ d e s ] = f o u r i e r _ d ( x , y , n ) 
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:/• Filename : FOURIER_D.M 
•/• Format : [des]=fourier_d(x , y ,n) 
5 •/• 
'/• des - the Fourier descripters 
:/• (The power spectra is returned ) 
:/• X - a list of points (x-coordinate) 
:/• y - a list of points (y-coordinate) 
10 y. n - resample to n points 
:/• Usage : Resample [x y] to n points and then Find the 
y. Fourier Descriptors of [x y] 
15 '/. Example : » x = [0.2129; 0.2137; 0.3153; 0.3734; 0.4379]； 
'/• » y = [0.4202; 0.1940; 0.2963; 0.2186; 0.3240] ！ 
/. >> Ldes] = fourier_d(x,y,32); 
:/• Note : des (1) is the power spectrum of the centroid of 
20jJ. the normalized shape which is not translation invariant . 
'/. Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
'/• E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
25 •/. 
•/• Date : June-1999 
y. Version : 1.0 
•/: make sure the boundary pts are in anti-clockwise direction 
30 if i s c l o c k w i s e ( x , y ) = = l 
X = flipud (x) ; 
y = flipud ( y ) ; 
e n d 
35 '/, d i v i d e the po in t s t o n po in ts 
[x_new , y_new] = resample_pts ( x , y , n ) ; 
des = abs ( fFt ( x_new+y_new * i ))； 
return 
C.9 gen_shape 
function [ x , y ] : gen_shape (n) 
y. Filename : GEN_SHAPE.M 
、丨： Format : [x,y]=gen_shape(n) 
5 y� 
、丨： X - X coordinate of the list of points 
{) y - y coordinate of the list of points 
/• n - number of points in the shape . 
10 y, Usage : A random shape generator 
•〉: Example : » [x,y] = gen_shape(30) ； p l o t ( x , y , '-x'); 
•/. Author : David Chan 
15 y. Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
y. E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
y, Date : June-1999 
'/, Version : 1. 0 
20 
m n d ( ' s t a t e ‘ ,s^mi(100* clock ) ) ； \ use d i f f . random seed 
for i = 1: Inf 
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X = 20; y, Initial x,y 
25 y = 20; 
used_matrix = zeros ( 100 ,100 ) ; '/. For checking of ‘ c r o s s o v e r ' 
o ld_angle = 0； 
previous_x = x; */, Previous coordinates 
30 previous_y = y ； 
% i = 1:300 •/. Max trying limit 
•/• get new random coordinates 
angle = ( fix ( rand (1) * 1 2)) * pj / 6; 
35 while ( angle = = old_angle ) 
angle = ( fix ( rand f 1 ] * 1 2)) • el / 6; 
end 
len_between_pt = rand (1) * 5 + 5 ； 
new_x = fix ( previous_x + Ien_between,pt * cos ( angle ))： 
40 new_y = ^ ( previous_y + len_between_pt * sin ( a n g l e � )： 
y. get new random coordinates 
while (( new_x > 90) | { new_y > 90) | ( new_x < 10) | ( new y < 10)) 
angle = ( fix ( rand (1) * 1 2 ) ) * ^1 / 6; 
45 while ( angle = = old_angle ) 
angle = ( fix ( rand (1) * 1 2 ) ) * ^1 / 6; 
end 
len_between_pt = rand (1) * 5 + 5 ； 
new_x = fix ( previous_x + l en_between_pt*cos ( angle ) ) : 
50 en^ew-y “ & ( p r e v i o u s _ y + l en_between_pt*sIn ( angle ) ) : 
•/• Whether there is a crossover or not? 
[ u s e d _ m a t r i x , i s _success ] = . . . 
55 f i l L u s e d _ m a t r i x (used_matrix , new_x , new_y , x ( 1 ) , y ( l ) ) ; 
if i s - s u c c e s s = = l 
o ld_angle = angle ； 
X = [ n e w _ x ; X ； ~ 
60 y = [ new_y ； y]； 
p r e v i o u s _ x = new_x ； 
p r e v i o u s _ y = new_y ； 
end ., 
65 x_len = length ( x )； 
tmp_matrix 二 used_matrix • 
[used_matr ix , i s _ success ] = . . . 
70 f i l L u s e d _ m a t r i x ( u s e d _ m a t r i x , x ( x � e n ) , y ( x � e n ) ， x ( l ) , y ( l ) ) ; 
if ( i s _ s u c c e s s = = 1 ) & (i >50) 
break； 
else 
used-matr ix = tmp_matrix ； ' 
75 end 
end 
if i s _ s u c c e s s = = 1 
[ x , y ] 二 r e s a m p l e _ p t s ( x , y , n ) ; '/. d i v i d e the p o i n t s to 30 po in t s 
80 gf = [1 3 3 1]; ^ 
x=warp_conv (x ’ gf )； 
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•/• Check for crossover 
90 function [ out_matrix , i s_success ]= f i l l _ u s e d _ m a t r i x ( used matrix 
x l , y l , x 2 , y 2 ) 
out_matr ix=used_matrix ； 
i s _ s u c c e s s =0; 
95 
if ( x l = ^ 2 ) I ( y l = y 2 ) 
return 
end 
100 •/. Slope 
m = ( y 2 - y l ) / ( x 2 - x l ) ; 
'/, Slope < 1 
if abs(m) < 1 
105 i T ^ l > x2 
[xl， x2] = s w a p ( x l , x 2 ) ; 
[ y l , y2] = s w a p ( y l , y 2 ) ; 
e n d 
for x=xl + l : x 2 - l 
110 y = m * ( x - x l ) + yl ； 
i f u sed_matr ix (x , c e H ( y ) ) = = 0 & used_matr ix (x , floor ( v ) )==n 
used_matrix ( x , cei] ( y ) ) = 1 ； 
used_matrix ( x , floor ( y ) ) = 1; 
else 




] y l > y2 
120 [ x l , x2] = s w a p ( x l , x 2 ) ; 
[ y l , y2] = s w a p ( y l ’ y 2 ) ; 
e n d 
for y=yl + l : y 2 - l 
X 二 ( y - y l ) / m + x l ; 
125 if used_matrix( ^ ( x ) , y ) = = 0 k used_matrix( floor ( x ) , y ) = = 0 
used_matr ix( ceil ( x ) , y ) = 1 ； 
used_matrix ( floor ( x ) , y ) = 1; 
else ‘ 




i s _ s u c c e s s = 1 ； 
135 used_matrix ( x l , y l ) = 1; 
used_matrix (x2 , y2) = 1; 




function [ a , b ] = s w a p ( a , b ) 
tmp = a; 
a = b ； 
145 b = tmp; 
return 
C.10 hu7 
function [m] = hu7( f ig ) 
•/, Filename : HU7 .M 
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y. 
'/. Format : m = h u 7 ( f i g ) 
5 •/• 
•/• m - Hu ‘ s 7 moment 
'/• fig - binary image 
10 \ Usage: Calculate the Hu,s 7 moment of a binary image fig 
:/• Example : >> hu7 ( imread ( ‘ arrow .tif ‘)) 
:/• >> hu7(imrotate (imread( 'arrow.tif ') ,20)) 
、丨： >> hu7 ( imresize ( imread ( ‘ arrow . tif ‘ ) , [20 20])) 
/• » hu7 ( imresize ( imread ( ‘ arrow .tif ‘ ) , [50 50])) 
15 U 
y. Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
y« E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
20 */, Date : June-1999 
'/. Version : 1. 0 
n m = normal ized_moment( f ig , [2 0 1 3 1 2 0] , [0 2 1 0 2 1 3 ] ) ; 
25 n20 = n m ( l ) ; 
n02 = nm(2) ; 
n l l = nm(3)； 
n30 = nm(4)； 
nl2 = nm(5) ; 
30 n21 = nm(6) ; 
n03 = nm(7)； 
hl = n20 + n02; 
h2 二 s q ( n 2 0 - n 0 2 ) + 4 * s q ( n l l ) ; 
35 h3 = s q ( n 3 0 - 3 * n l 2 ) + s q ( 3 * n 2 1 - n 0 3 ) ; 
h4 = sq (n30+n l2 ) + sq (n21+n03) ; 
h5 = ( n 3 0 - 3 * n l 2 ) * ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) * ( s q ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) - 3 * s q ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) ) + 
( 3 * n 2 1 - n 0 3 ) * ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) * ( 3 * s q ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) - s q ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) ) ; 
h6 = n 2 0 - n 0 2 ) * ( s q ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) - s q ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) ) + 4*nll*(n30+nl2)*(n21+n03)-
40 h7 = ( 3 * n 2 1 - n 0 3 ) * ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) * ( s q ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) - 3 * s q ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) ) + 
( 3 * n l 2 - n 3 0 ) * ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) * ( 3 * s q ( n 3 0 + n l 2 ) - s q ( n 2 1 + n 0 3 ) ) ; 
m = [h l h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7] ; “ 
return 
45 
'/• Find the square of b 
function [a] 二 s q ( b ) 
a = b*b ; 
50 return 
C.11 isclockwise 
function [ y e s n o ] = i s c l o c k w i s e ( x , y ) 
•/, Filename : ISCLOCKWISE.M 
•/. 
:/• Format : flag = isclockwise(x,y) 
5 % 
:〈• flag - the return value , 1 or 0 
/• * “ X coordinate of the list of points 
/• y - y c o o r d i n a t e of the list of po in t s 
10 y. Usage: Assume the l i s t of p o i n t s form a boundary shape 
；； To test whether the list of points are in the 
/• order of clockwise direction or not . 
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y. 
'/. Author : David Chan 
1 5 % Address : CSE D e p t , CUHK, Hong Kong 
'/. E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
•/. 
*/, Date : June-1999 
•/, Version : 1. 0 
20 • 
'/i find the index of the array in x and y for the MBR 
idl = find ( y = m i n ( y ))； 
id2 = find ( x = m i n ( x))； 
id3 = find ( y=^max( y ))； 
25 id4 = find ( x= m a x ( x ) )； 
id = [idl (1) id2 (1) id3(l) id4(l)]; 
'/. sort the items 
sid = sort (id ); 
30 • —— 
'/• to see whether it is in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction 
lf ( id==sid ) 
yesno = 1 ； 
elseif ( i d== [ s id (2:4) s i d ( l ) ] ) -
35 yesno = 1 ； 
elseif ( id==[sid (3:4) sid(l:2)]) 
yesno = 1 ； 
elseif ( i d== [s id (4) sid ( 1 : 3 ) ] ) 
yesno = 1 ； 
40 else 
yesno = 0 ； 
e n d 
return 
C.12 moment 
function [m] = moment( fig , p,q) 
•/. Filename : MOMENT.M 
*/. Format : m=moment (fig, p , q) “ 
5 •/• 
•/• m - moment 
:/• fig - binary image 
、()、 P>q - order p,q 
10:/J. Usage : Calculate the simple moment of a binary image fie 
/• with the order of p , q . ® ° 
\ Example: » m = m o m e n t ( i m r e a d ( ‘ c i r c l e . t i f ‘ ) . [2 0 Il 「0 9 1 1 � . /. » m20 : m(l) 」，Lu ^ 1」)， 
15 '/. » m02 = m(2) • 
'/. » mll = m(3) 
:/• 
、1:1、 Note: This function supports vector p r o c e s s i n g . 
20 •/• Author : David Chan 
'/. Address : CSE D e p t , C U H K , Hong Kong 
y« E - m a i l : ymchanCcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
•/. Date : June-1999 
25 y, Version : 1.0 
fig = double ( fig )； 
[ny nx] = size ( fig )； 
m = zeros ( size (p))； 
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30 
for i = 1: ny 
for j = 1: nx 
^ = m + f i g ( i , j ) . * ( i / p ) . * ( j / q ) ; 
end 
35 end ~ 
return 
C.13 normalized_moment 
function [m] = normalized_moment( f ig , p , q ) 
•% Filename : NORMALIZED_MOMENT . M 
'/• Format : m = n o r m a l i z e d _ m o m e n t ( f i g , p , q ) 
5 y, 
'/• m - moment 
:/• fig - binary image 
jj P.q - order p,q 
10 X Usage: C a l c u l a t e the normal ized moment of a binarv image fis 
y. with the order of p ,q . � ^ 右 
:/• Example : >> f = imread ( ‘ circle . tif ‘); 
1产 \ > > m = n 0 r m a l i 2 e d _ m 0 m e n t ( f , [2 0 1 ] , [0 2 1 ] ) . 
15 •/. » m20 = m(l) 
•/. » m 0 2 = m (2) 
•/. » mll = m(3) 
:/• 
:〈• Note : This function supports vector processing. 
u^ /• 
'/. Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE D e p t , CUHK, Hong Kong 
•】 E-mail : ymchanCcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
25 •/• Date : June-1999 
y. Version : 1. 0 
mOO = sum(sum( f ig ))； 
m p q = c e n t r a L m o m e n t ( f i g , p , q ) ; 
30 m = mpq •/ ( mOO , (( P+q + 2 ) / 2 ) ) ; “ 
return 
C.14 orientation 
function [ 0 ] = o r i e n t a t i o n ( f ig ) 
y. Filename : ORIENTATION.M 
:/• Format : o = o r i e n t a t i o n ( f i g ) * 
5 /1 
'/； 0 - orienataion in radian (from 0 to pi) 
(: fig - binary image 
X Usage: Calculate the orientation of an o b j e c t . which is 
iU •) defined as the angle between the x-axis and the 
i) axis around which the object can be rotated with 
/• the minumum inertia . 
'/. E x a m p l e : » f i g = i m r e a d ( ' a r r o w . t i f ' ) ; 
15 '/. » o r i e n t a t i o n ( f i g ) 
y. » imshow(fig)； 
•/• Note : NaN is returned if the shape is symmetrical 
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•/• (no orientaion) 
20 •/. 
'/. Author : David Chan 
•/. Address : CSE D e p t , CUHK, Hong Kong 
*/• E-mail : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
•/. 
25 •/• Date : June-1999 
•/• Version : 1. 0 
warning o f f ； 
u = c ent ra l_moment ( f i g ’ [2 0 1 3 ] , [0 2 1 01) ; 
30 u20 = u ( l ) ; 
u02 = u ( 2 ) ; 
u l l = u ( 3 ) ; 
u30 = u ( 4 ) ; 
35 0 = 0.5 * a t ^ ( 2 * u l l / ( u 2 0 - u 0 2 ) ) ; 
if ( u20 > = u02) I ( u30 < 0) 
o = 0 + E i / 2 ; 
end 
o = mod(o ’ gi)； 
40 warning on; 
return 
C.15 resample_pts 
function [ v e c t o r . x , v e c t o r _ y ] = r e s a m p l e . p t s ( x , y , num) 
:/• Filename : RESAMPLE_PTS.M ^ ^ ‘ 
》 Format: [new_x , n e w _ y ] = r e s a m p l e _ p t s ( x , y , n u m ) 
0 A 
*i) vector_x - the new list of points (x-coordinate) 
i) vector_y - the new list of points (y-coordinate) 
i) X - the old list of points (x-coordinate) 
in ,7 y _ the o ld l i s t of po in ts ( y - c o o r d i n a t e ) 
lU /• num - target number of points 
:〈• Usage : Resample the list of points [x y] “ 
〈• and return a list of num points [vector_x vector_y] 
15:/J. Example: » x = [0.2129; 0.2137; 0.3153; 0.3734; 0.4379] • 
i) >> y = tO-4202; 0.1940; 0.2963; 0.2186; 0.3240] | 
1} » P l 0 t ( [ x ; X ( l ) ] , [ y ; y ( l ) ] , > _ x ' ) ; UJ, 
i} >> [new_x, new_y] = r e s a m p l e _ p t s ( x , y,200)； 
20 ./； >> f i g u r e ; p l o t ( [ n e w _ x ; n e w _ x ( l ) ] , [ n e w _ y ; n e w _ y ( l ) ] , ' - x ' ) ; 
:/• Author : David Chan 
:〈• Address : CSE D e p t , CUHK, Hong Kong 
/• E - m a i l : ymchanScse . cuhk . edu . hk * 
25 '/, Date : June-1999 
'/. Vers ion : 1.0 
o r i � e n = l e n R t h ( x ) ; 、丨、original length 
dis_arr =d i s tance ( x , y ) ; 7. d i s t a n c e array 
30 a r c _ l e n = s ] ^ ( d i s _ a r r ) ; '/. t o t a l arc length 
x = x . / arc_len ； % normal ize to 1 
y = y . / arc_len ； 
d i s _ a r r = d i s t a n c e ( x , y ) ; '/. r e c a l c u l a t e the d i s t a n c e array 
35 vector_x =x (1)； 
vector_y =y (1)； 
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x = [ x ; x ( l ) ] ; 
y=[y; y ( i ) ; 
30 
cnt = 1 ； •/, find the points by tracing the boundary 
ior 1 =2 :num 
r e m a i n i n g = 1 /num ； 
while (1) 
45 if remaining > dis_arr ( cn t ) 
remain ing=remain ing-d is_arr ( cnt )； 
cnt=cnt +1; 
else 
next_x=x(cnt +1 ) ; 
50 cur_x=x(cnt )； 
next_y=y( c n t + l ) ; 
cur_y=y(cnt )； 
d=dis_arr (cnt )； 
55 new_x=cur_x+(next_x -cur_x ) /d*remain ing ； 
new_y=cur_y+(next_y-cur_y ) /d*remain ing ； 
dis_arr ( c n t ) = d - r e m a i n i n g ; 
x ( c n t ) = new_x； 
y ( cnt ) = new_y ； 
60 break ； 
e n d 
e n d 
vector_x = [ v e c t o r _ x ； new_x]; '/. the return values 
65 v e c t o r _ y = [ v e c t o r _ y ； new_y ]； 
e n d 
return 
70 • 
\ Retprn a distance vector that store the distances '/. every 2 points 
function [ distance_vector ] = distance (x,y) 
tmp = X ； 
75 t m p ( l ) = [ ] ; 
x - s h i f t = [tmp; X ( 1 ) ] ; 
” 
tmp = y ； 
t m p ( l ) = [ ]； 
80 y - s h i f t = [tmp; y ( l ) ] ; 
d i s t a n c e _ v e c t o r 二 s a r t ( ( x - x _ s h i f t ) , 2 + ( y - y _ s h i f t ) , 2 ) ; 
return 
C.16 rectangularity 
function [ r ’ n � m g ] = r e c t a n g u l a r i t y (img) 
y. Filename : R E C T A N G U L A R I T Y . M 
、丨: Format: [r, n _ i m g ] = r e c t a n g u l a r i t y ( i m g ) 
0 !% 
:/• r - rectangularity 
\、 n_img - the image with orientation changed to 0 
/• img - binary image 
10 \ Usage: Calculate the rectangulrity of an o b j e c t , which is 
{) defined as its area divided by its minumum 
/• boundary r e c t a n g l e . 
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•/. 
•/. 
15: / Example : » f i g = imread ( ‘ arrow . t i f ‘ )； 
'/t >> f i g u r e ； imshow(f ig )； 
:/• » [ r , n _ f i g ] = r e c t a n g u l a r i t y ( f i g )； 
'/. >> f i g u r e ； imshow(n f i g ) ; 
•/• >> r 
20 7. 
'/. Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE Dept , CUHK, Hong Kong 
y« E-mail: ymchanficse.cuhk.edu.hk 
25 •/. Date : June-1999 
'/. Version: 1.0 
*/. normal i ze the o r i e n t a t i o n 
0 = o r i e n t a t i o n ( i m g ) * 1 8 0 / ^ i ; 
30 if ( ~ isnan ( o ) ) 
n � m g = imrotate ( img, - o ) ; 
end 
7. area of the image 
35 a = bwarea(img)； 
•/• area of the MBR 
[ i ’ j ] = find ( n � m g ~ = 0); 
40 a_rect = ( m ^ ( i ) — m i n ( i ) + 1) * (max( i ) — min( j ) + 1)； 
r = a / a_rect ； 
return 
C.17 trace—points 
function [ l i s t _x , l i s t_y ] = t r a c e _ p o i n t s ( f i s ) 
:/• Filename : TRACE_POINTS ^ ^ ‘ 
:〈• Format: [list_x , list_y] = trace_points(fig) 
0 /• 
、丨： list_x - a list of points (x-coordinate) “ 
•) l i s t _ y - a l i s t of po in ts ( y - c o o r d i n a t e ) 
•〉： fig _ a binary image with a single boundary 
1 0》 Usage: G i v e n a black-and-white image of a single boundary 
1； the algorithm trace the boundary and output a 
(: list of points of the boundary shape. 
:�• Example: » a = i m r e a d ( ' t r i . t i f ' ) ; 
15.(. >> f i g u r e ； imshow(a)； 
•�• >> e = e d g e ( a , ' z e r o c r o s s ‘ ,0)； -
(• >> Cx,y] = trace_points(e)； 
/• >> figure ； plot(x,y); 
20 •/, Author : David Chan 
；/• Address: CSE D e p t , CUHK, Hong Kong 
/• E - m a i l : ymchanOcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
'/. Date : June-1999 
25 y. Version : 1.0 
[x，y] = find(fig )； y. find a starting point 
o r i g i n a l = [ x ( 1 0 ) y ( 1 0 ) ] ; 
30 ^ ( 0 , 'Recurs i onLimi t ‘ ,100000) '/. inc rease the r e c u r s i o n l i m i t 
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•/• find the point list of the image 
[ l i s t _ x , l i s t_y ] = trace_pt (1, o r ig ina l , o r ig ina l , f i g ) ; 
l i s t - x = I is t_x (1: length ( l i s t_x ) - l ) ; 
35 l i s t_y = l i s t_y (1: length ( I ist_y ) - l ) ; 
return 
]/• A recursive function for tracing the boundary points of a boundary 
4U /• sn3.p6 
function [ l i s t x , l i s t y ] = t r a c e _ p t ( i s . s t a r t , . . . 
. o r i g i n a l， c u r r e n t，p a t t e r n ) 
warning o f f ； 
sx = current (1)； 
45 sy = current (2)； 
tmpx=[] ; 
tmpy=[ ] ; 
50 if ( o r i g i n a l = = c u r r e n t ) & ( i s _ s tar t >10) 
l i s t x = - 1 ; 
l i s ty = - 1 ; 
elseif pattern (sx , sy ) ~=： 1 
l i s t x =[]； 
55 l i s ty =[]； 
else 
pattern ( sx , sy ) = 0; 
for i = 1 : 8 
60 if i = = l 
next =[sx + l , sy ]； 
elseif i ==2 
next =[sx , sy - 1 ] ; 
elseif i ==3 
65 next = [ s x - l , sy ]； 
elseif i ==4 
next =[sx , s y + l ] ; 
elseif i ==5 
next =[sx + l , sy -11； 
70 elseif i==6 
next =[sx — 1 ’ sy —1]； 
elseif i ==7 “ 
n e x t = [ s x - l , s y + l ] ; 
elseif i = = 8 
75 next =[sx + l , s y + l ] ; 
end 
[.^mp? tmpy] = t r a c e _ p t ( i s _ s t a r t + 1 , o r i g ina l , next , p a t t e r n ) . 
11 isemptv(tmpx) ^ ” 
80 if tmpx( length (tmpx)) = = - 1 
l i s t x =[sx tmpx]； 
l i s t y =[sy tmpy]； ‘ 
break: 
end 




function [ result ] 二 w a r p _ c o n v ( o r i g i n a l ’ filter ) 
•/. Filename : WARP_CONV.M ^ 
y, “ 
、丨、 Format : [ C ] = w a r p _ c o n v ( A , B) 
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5 :/• 
•) Usage : Warp-around convolution of vector A with vector B 
'/. Example : » x = [0.2129; 0.2137; 0.3153; 0.3734; 0.4379]; 
:/• » y = [0.4202; 0.1940; 0.2963; 0.2186; 0.3240]； 
10 |/» >> [new_x , new_y] = resample_pts(x, y,50)； 
/• >> figure; plot([new_x;new_x(l)] , [new_y;new y(l)] , '-x'); 
:/• » filter = [1 6 15 20 15 6 1]； 
:/• >> cx = warp_conv(new_x , filter )； 
•/• >> cy = warp_conv(new_y , filter )； 
15 /. » figure; plot([cx; cx(l)],[cy; cy(l)],,-x,); 
•/• Author : David Chan 
:/• Address : CSE Dept , CUHK , Hong Kong 
'/• E-mail : ymchanQcse . cuhk . edu . hk 
20 y, 
、丨、 Date : June-1999 
'/. Version : 1. 0 
len_or i = length ( o r ig ina l )； 
25 tmp = [ conv ( o r i g i n a l ’ filter )] ’； 
len_tmp = length ( tmp) : 
result = [ t m p ( l : len_ori ) + . . . 
[tmp(( len_or i + l ) : l e n _ t m p ) zeros (1 . 2 * l e n . o r i - l e n _ t m p ) l l ' ; 
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